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New Computer to
Battle Energy Hogs
The Connecticut Campaign for Kennedy held a piress conference Thursday to Seabnry Hall. Story on
page three.




If you are planning to return to
you may fffidTHnity fenanged — a
different Long Walk, a T of Ash
trees stretching across the Quad,
instead of the once familar Elms.
These are just a few of the
proposed changes contained in the
Landscape Master Plan which was
accepted on Saturday, January
19th by the Buildings and Grounds
Committee of the Board of
Trustees to serve as a general guide
for landscape development of the
'Trinity campus.. % . . . - • . ,
The desire for a master plan
grew as a result of the great
concern Trustees and members of
the Administration felt about the
present landscape which Vice
President of the college Thomas A.
Smith explains was developed in a
"helter-skelter fashion." "We are
not looking for a new landscape,"
said. Vice President Smith, "but
rather an integrated plan for the
whole campus." What Trinity has
lacked over the years is a con-
sistency in its appearance as a
whole.
The decision to call in architects
to draw up a master plan grew out
of the concern tor the Elms on
the Quad, which were dying at a
rate of five of size per year, ex-
plained Smith. Smith continued, "It
has been an issue for twenty-five
years." The two people responsible
for getting this project underway
are Trustee members, Nathanial
Reed andWilliam Peele. It was Mr.
Reed who introduced the architect
firm of Skidmore, Ovings and
Merrill, of Washington, D.C., who.
Smith commends as "the top of the
mark."
After reviewing the firm's plans
for the Quad area, "Smith said the
committee decided to do land-
scaping on a large scale to help the
entire campus. Smith said this firm
was chosen because "it had good
solid ideas and was critical. Their
firm was most interested in doing
the work, they were fascinated by
our tradition and architecture, they
offered the best price, and were
'The maiSeV'f>fen "isf SkidmOre",
Owings, and Merrill was approved
for its ideas in general; the details
of the landscaping, presented by
the firm, will have to be brought
before the Board for aproval, as
they come up. The plans are long-
term, to be completed over the
next fifteen to thirty years, said
Smith. Many of the individual ideas
of the plan, Smith said, have
already been rejected, but their
basic concepts have not been. The
"formal planning pattern" along
the Quad is the only plan that has
been accepted in detail. Work
began on the Quad last Spring.
Replacing the dying Elms are 56
Ashes which \ were planted last
spring in a T formation on the
Quad. The next "top priority"
according to Grounds Superin-
tendent, Robert McGlone, is the
landscaping of the Downes
Memorial and Chapel area. The
plans call for widening the front
court in front of the Chapel and
President Lockwood's office to
• cr'-~*'* a "fanning" to direct
pe c away from one
pa.. Quad. ' "
McGlone said that the wearing
down of the grass from constant
use has been'a major problem for
the Grounds Department. He
agrees with the architects and
Smith that.this concrete will act as
a "disperser." Up until last winter a
row of hedges stood across that
entrance to the Quad to deter
heavy traffic across the Quad.
However, McGlone said they were
not very effective, because
students merely stepped over them
or on them. Smith said they
considered blocking the Quad with
a barrier to control this problem,
but that would block the view of
the Quad. Smith said, "We
preferred to trade mud for view."
This "plaza effect" in the
Downer area will continue into the
widening of the long Walk, which
has not been changed for 100 years.
Vice President Smith defines the
widening of the Long Walk as "a
part of the Scheme to rfrneve the
problem of congestion of people."
Smith believes the widening of the
Walk will get people away from the
buildings and give them a chance
to look at the details of such
buildings as Jarvis and Seabury,
which are "rare and disappearing."
Smith said the work will begain
in two to three years and will take e
couple of months to complete. The
main concepts have been approved
but not budgeted for yet. The
Cont. on p. 3
by Megan White
A computerized energy
management system has been
purchased by the Buildings and
Grounds Department. The system
works on the total energy concept
with centralizing controls for both
heat and electricity. Several of the
campus buildings, including Life
Sciences and Austin Arts Centers
have already been hooked to the
device, with more expected to be
converted to this type of control in
the near future.
According to Crandall, the
controls for heating and electricity
within buildings are being cen-
tralized, and then turned over to
the machine, which is programmed
to supply energy according to class
schedules, as well "S other factors,
such as outside umperature. The
computer will cycle heating and
ventilation. "For example," said
Crandall, "Life Sciences is
currently ventilated as though one-
hundred percent of the third floor
laboratories are in full-time use.
With the new energy management
system, use of fans will be alter-
nated, or put on a cycle, so that
each fan will perhaps be run for
only ten percent of the time, rather
than oire-buodred percent".
Crandall explained that the
College pays in bulk for its voltage
on a demand system, and although
the load fluctuates, energy is
• always paid for in terms of peak
use. Said Crandall, "If we can
flatten those peaks we can save the
College money, and if enough
other parties flatten their peaks, we
can spare the powe'r company the
use of some generators, and save
energy."
At this point, only Life Sciences
and Austin Arts have been con-
nected to the system, but
electricians are currently working
on placing Ferris Athletic Center
under the direction of the
management system. Seventeen
College buildings are scheduled to
be hooked on this year, including
South Campus, McCook Math
Physics, Mather, and the library.
According to Crandall, the newer
buildings are easier and cheaper to
connect because they have more
sophisticated controls that in many
cases are already centralized.
Crandall stated that New South
Campus' heating system was
designed expressly for this purpose,
because at the time of its con-
struction it seemed likely that the
College would purchase such a
mangement system.
Infra-red aerial photos taken
over the summer pointed to spots
of heat loss and faulty insulation on
the campus, and Crandall hiniself
was able to locate a steel pipe with
no insulation when he noticed that
the snow melted especially quickly
on the ground over the pipe.
Crandall is optimistic that with use
of the energy management system
coupled with increased meter
installation, the energy con-
sumption of various areas will be
carefully monitored and heat loss
spots discovered..
Under the College's, old heating
system, according to Crandall, one
could determine the overall
amount of energy being used, but
due to a lack of monitoring
equipment, the energy con-
sumption of individual buildings
could not be determined.
Cont. oup. 3
Trinity Pub Makes Profit,
Happy Hour May Be Added
by Robin Fins
The Iron Pony Pub reported a
significant profit during the 1979
Christmas term according to
Wayne Asmus, Pub proprietor and
Director of the Mather Campus
C enter. Asmus attributed the profit
to increased.sales and cut backs in
student help. In the past, the Pub
used waiters and waitresses which
proved costly. Now there are fewer
workers; six positions were cut this
year. The amount expended for
student help has been cut con-
siderably.
Asmus also said that the Pub is
gaining in popularity. Lines are
forming at around 11 or 11:15 p.m.
and often students find themselves
in lines for over half an hour before
they are finally admitted. Space
had never been a problem before,
according to Asmus. The
graduating class of seniors were
freshmen when the Pub first
opened and it has been building up
•a tradition of its own ever since
The Pub may begin to have
Friday and Saturday afternoon
"Happy Hours" some time after
»Spring Break. Asmus said that the
"Happy Hour" would not begin
before Spring Break because of the
cold weather. When the Pub had
winter "Happy Hours" in 1977-
1978, Asmus stated, few students
attended.
The Pub is not eligible for a full
liquor license according to
Connecticut State law. Asmus said
only one university, the University
of Connecticut at Storrs, currently
has a full liquor license due to
special, lobbying and a variance on
the law. According tp Asmus, a
pilot program may be instituted in
a few years by the state to check
out the feasibility of allowing a
university or college a full liquor
license. Trinity now has the
University Beer Permit which also
allows for hard cider. Asmus said it
would be difficult to accommodate
a full liquor at Trinity if the law is
changed. Asmus suspected in-
ventory would be hard to control.
In addition he stated that he would
k-Ue to see a full liquor bar here at
Trinity because he felt that it would
"feed a fire not needing to be fed."
Over the Christmas Break, the
Pub walls were redone and they
now have a sandy colored textured
wall paper. To give the Pub a
brighter look, new amber lights
have been ordered to replace the
red lights presently used.
Asmus seemed pleased in
general with how the Pub operated
during last semester. However,
Asmus stated that the profit made
only compensated for a small
fraction of the money lost in the
past.
SGA Elections
Student Government elections for the Trinity Term will be held on
Wednesday and Thursday, January 30 and 31. At-large and
committee elections will be held from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on
Wednesday in the post office lobby of Mather G'-npus Center.
Dorm elections will be held in those dorms with representative
vacancies (Elton, High Rise, and Northam/Seabury) on Thursday.
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Indochina Series to
Begin Tonight
Anti-nuclear activist David Truskoff spoke Tuesday night In Goodwin Theater, photo by R. Michael Hall
Course Evaluations Discussed
at Routine SGA Meeting
by Sharon Ann Slnioni
A discussion of the Student
Course Evaluations Booklet, the
new Student Book Exchange, and
the Pub, headed the agenda at the
Student Government Association
meeting of January 21. The meet-
ing ran smoothly and only repre-
sentative was absent.
Sandy Smith is the new editor of
the forth coming Course Evalua-
tions Booklet, She gave each
S.G.A. member two or three
packets of course evaluations to
edit, based on student reply to the
.course evaluation surveys. Most
courses will be evaluated, except
for freshmen and senior seminars
and those courses with too few
survey responses.
The Book Exchange Committee,
currently being chaired by Soraya
Zarghami) will begin buying used
books on credit following Open
Period. Representatives on the
Hefferon, Dave Palmero, Eliza-
Carol Pelletier. The Committee still
beth Brown, Peter O'Brien, and
Carol Pellltier. The Committee still
needs to work out a credit system
and to find a place to store the
books.
The S.G.A. was pleased to hear
Victoria Aronow, Pub liaison, an-
nounce that the Pub made a profit
of $3500 last semester. She also
reported that tap prices have
dropped and there will be fewer
brands of bottled beer offered due
to the new "Bottle Bill." Wayne
Asmus, Director of Mather Cam-
pus Center, told her that he is
considering starting a Happy Hour
on Friday and Saturday afternoons.
Chris Sullivan discussed with
RristinaBow, Director of Residen-
tial Services, the vending machine
situation, which is slowly improv-
ing. Dow also said that the "Space
Invaders" machine is only tempor-
arily gone for repairs. Currently,
Dow is trying to get refunds for
students who do not want Linen
Service this semester.
The S.G.A. discussed the calen-
dar for next year, which is very
similar to this year's calendar. The
main difference is a three-day
Open Period first semester and a
five-day Open Period second sem-
ester. Members questioned the
reason for having the second
semester Open Period from a
Thursday to a Wednesday, incor-
porating only one week-end.
In other SGA business, Wayne
Asmus indicated plans for estab-
lishing a permanent lounge with
open doors in Wean Lounge.
Donald Jackson, stated that WRTC
was ' ' stabilizing'' and is currently
forming new policies. Andrew f eitz
is the new chairman of the Budget
Committee, and Claudia Piper is
the new S.G.A. secretary.
By Hilary Rao
There will be a lecture scries,
"Indochina: Struggle and Crisis"
held in McCook Auditorium on the
nights of January 29, January 30,
and February 6.
Emilio de Antonio's "In the Year
of the Pig," an anti-war
documentary made in 1969, and a
U.S. Defense Department film
"Why Vietnam?" will be shown on
January 29 in McCook at 7 p.m.
Following the films, discussion will
be moderated by Dr. Charles
Lindsey, assistant professor of
economics, and John Chatfield,
history lecturer.
On January 30 at 8 p.m. in
McCook Auditorium, there will be
a "Retrospective on the Vietnam
War." Two prominent scholars of
the Vietnam War, Dr. Guenter
Lewy, a political scientist from the
University of Massachusetts, and
author of America In Vietnam, and
Gareth Porter, a former research
associate at Cornell University's
East Asian Project and author of
Cambodia: Starvation and
Revolution and A Peace Denied,
will both speak at the event. A
question period will follow the
debate.
Elizabeth Becker will be the










Come in and Eat in our
NEWLY EXPANDED Dining Room!
Phone Richard Staton
247-0234
Across from South Campus
287 New Britain Avenue
Hartford
February 6 at 8 p.m. in the
McCook Auditorium, a lecture
entitled "The Present Crisis in:
Indochina." Becker is the recipient i
of the Overseas Press Club Awart'
for Cambodian press coverage and
has written for Newsweek and'the'
Washington Post. She covered the;
war in Cambodia in 1973-1974and
returned to Cambodia in 1978 as
one of two American journalists to
travel in that nation under the Pol
Pot regime, In the past six months,
she has travelled widely in Laos
and Vietnam, She will lecture on '
the present crisis in Indochina,
Both. Lindsey and C hatfieJtf̂ c; j
special goals in mind for &«v (,'
dochina series. Lindsey feels k 'y
there is a continuity of events
which must be taken into account
and that the media has made no
links between the Vietnam Wat
and the current situation in In-
dochina, ;;.
Chatfield feels that an*
examination of the present
situation in Indochina will lead toa
reassessment of the American view
of the North Vietnamese regime.
The series will attempt to achieve
these goals by conveying opposing
views, through lectures and films,




The Student Government Budget
Committee allocated funds to Si-
lences, Trinity's "underground
newspaper" at the committee's
regular meeting last Tuesday
night. Sftenc«« received $850 to
publish tive issues of,the news-
paper.
The Committee for Change at
Trinity, the publishers of Silences,
critized Trinity's present publica-,
tions in a prepared statement they
submitted to the Budget Commit-
tee. Referring to the Tripod, the
Review and Free Spirit CHAT said
"The voice of healthy skeptism is
not shown in these medium."
The statement continued, saying
that the Tripod, "reports on and
reinforces the viewpoints of the
Administration. Indeed this is one
form of jounalism at which the
Tripod excels. However, despite
the provocative editorials that
appear in the Tripod, we st
seldom aware of the intetsi
machination* which dictate polkj
at Trinity until .(he programs ha*
been-enacted!?'.'< -, nf'wSSmp^'t
The vote to grant Silences,. t»t"
funds was three to one, with one
committee member obstaining.
CHAT is also planning a series of
forums to discuss issues of interest
to the College community. The
Budget Committee allocated CHAT
fifty dollars to provide refresh-,
ments for the forums,.
In other business, the Water
Polo team received extra money to





The First Boston Corporation is a highly skilled group of'profes-
sionals providing investment banking services to corporate and gov-
ernment clients on a worldwide basis.
The First lioston Corporate Finance Department, located in Sew
York City, assists its clients by raising capital ami performing <"nt;r
financial advisory services, including mergers ami acquisitions. pro-
ject financing and general linaiuial planning.
We arc seeking a few highly motivated graduating college senior*
for the position of "Analyst" within our Department, who will work
closely with other professionals, providing analytical support for the
lirm and its clients.'
The Analyst Program is two years in duration and provides intense
on the job training in preparation for graduate business school or a
career in finance.
Inttmted students should contact the Campus Career Placement
Office und should send » teller, resume nnd transcript l»:
Kate Higgins
The First Boston Corporation
Office of Training and Recruiting
20 Exchange Place ,
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Conn. Youth for Kennedy
Campaign Organized
January 29,1980, THE TRINITY TRIPOD, Page 3
by Tom Hefferon
The Connecticut Campaign for
Kennedy announced the formula-
tion of a statewide Students for
Kennedy steering committee at a
sparsely attended press conference
held at Trinity on January 24.
Proclaiming that "for seventeen
years Edward Kennedy has fought
for the concerns of students it is
time for us to help him out," Issues
Coordinator and college senior
Gillian Gansler urged students to
reexert the great influence in
national affairs which they have at
their disposal.
State College Coordinator Tricia
Kettlewell echoed Gansler, prais^
ing students as "a positive force"
and promising that Kennedy, if
elected, would work to help all
Americans in dealing with the
crisis which we now face. In light
of that, she noted, working for
Kennedy "could be the most
important thing you will ever do."
The news conference began at 3
p.m. in Seabury 9-17 and featured
brief speeches by the top four
student leaders in the Connecticut
Students for Kennedy movement.
Due to a scheduling conflict, the
event was poorly covered in the
press — with only two local radio
stations and a college newspaper
sending representatives.
Each of the four speakers on the
agenda alluded to Senator Ken-
nedy's record of fighting for
student as well as national inter-
ests, including his successful fight
for the eighteen-year old voting age
and his service on the Education
Committee in the Senate which
resulted in his sponsorship of the
original student loan legislation. Of
special interest to students, Gans-
ler noted, is Kennedy's proposed
moratorium on new nuclear plant
onstruction, his Fights.against the
opposition "to the 'draft. ' -
Kennedy was also praised for his
support of the ERA, Civil Rights,
health insurance and control of oil
prices during his seventeen years
in the US Senate. President Carter
was repeatedly attacked for "hi-
ding in the White House," neglect-
ing the important domestic issues,
while desperately trying to unravel
a foreign policy that is "leading us
straight down the path into war."
Connecticut College Senior and
Steering Committee Co-chairman
Paul Sovatino promised that Senato
Kennedy would provide America
with "foundations on which to
build, foundations on which to
grow, and foundations on which to
succeed."
The new steering committee
consists of two or three student
coordinators from each of the
twenty-two colleges across the
state and is co-chaired by two of
those students. The fifty-member
body will work with the state and
national organization to coordinate
and encourage student participa-
tion in the Kennedy campaign.
Among the upcoming projects
facing Students for Kennedy will
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"However the computer," stated
Crandall, "will allow us to point the
finger at the energy hogs, and will
give me some semblance of priority
among them"
The management system is an
IBM Series I, and the cost of its
installation was $175,000. Crandall
is confident that the machine will
pay back the cost of its purchase
within three years, and if all goes as
planned, the system will later be
expanded. Crandall commented
that practically every school in the
nation is either studying the in-
stallation, is currently installing, or
has already installed such an
energy system, with MIT
possessing one of the most
sophisticated machines in the
country.
Over the last ten years, the
Buildings and Grounds Depart-
ment has been persistent in its
efforts to lower the C ollege's use of
electricity and oil. According to
Crandall, during this period, the
central heating plant, which
supplies over seventy-four percent
of the buildings on campus with
energy, has experienced a
reduction in oil consumption of
32.6 percent, and a cut in
electricity consumption of 19
percent. Crandall points out that
these significant reductions have
occurred during a period in which
Trinity has added both more
students and more buildings.
The Director of Building and
Grounds notes that Trinity's energy
system possesses great flexibility
in directing what can and can't be
cycled at particular times. Crandall
spoke of one school which had
installed a system whose pattern of
cycling could not be sufficiently
controlled, and that one day the
machine, "chose not to supply
energy to the school kitchen and all
the students had to do without
lunch." Crandall realistically
expects that there will be some
kinks in the programming that will
necessitate backing up and
reprogramming, but hopes that
they will not be quite as drastic as
those experienced by the school to
which he made reference. Added
Crandall, "The important thing is
to keep the machine under control
- run it, don't let it run you."
Afghanistan Lecture
A veteran journalist with exten-
sive first-hand knowledge of Af-
ghanistan will lecture on, "The
Last Days of Afghanistan" at 4:15
p.m. on Monday, February 4, in
Trinity College's McCook Audi-
torium.
The lecturer, Rhea Talley Ste-
wart, was last in Afghanistan in
November, 1979. On the 20th of
that month she interviewed then-
President Hafizullah Amin. This is
believed to have been Amin's last
interview with a western journalist
before his overthrow by Babrak
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This computer is the prime weapon in Trinity's war on energy hogs.
Long Range Goals
Outlined in Plan
cont. from pg. 1
question of energ; comes first on
the budget agenda. Smith predicts
the cost will be $115,000 to
$140,000 if straight concrete is
used.
The landscaping plan will be
done in phases. The next area of
consideration following the
completion of the Quad and Long
Walk area is the land between
Mather C enter and the Austin Arts
Center. This area is being re-
Jandscaped, according to
McGlone, because it is "messy and
not pleasing to the eye" as a result
of the remains of the foundations
of the old science building.
The plans call for the creation of
a two-level effect with a berm
(drop) in the middle to divide the
two zones. Smith said the top part
will serve as a front yard to Mather,
which the lower level can provide
an outdoor "stage" for the Austin
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summer theatre. New walkways
will also be built around and
through this area, according to'
architects' observations of the most
used paths of students. McGlone
said that two of these walks will be
stairs with rails.
Other areas that have been re-
designed by the master plan in-
„elude the South Campus area and
the Funston Quad between the
library and chemistry building. The
detailed plans by Skidmore,
Owings, and Merrill for the New
South Campus area were ap-
proved, said McGlone, with work
expected to begin in the spring.
The plans call for the planting of
new trees between all of the dorms,
and replacing the weed? in the
brick planters with shrubbery.
The master plan for the Funston
Quad calls for the creating of a
reading garden, but McGlone said
the Grounds Department is just
aiming for more color and to
replant this area which has been
neglected for the last five years.
McGlone.said the Grounds crew
has already finished cleaning out
the dead • plants and will replant
flowers and shrubs" in the Spring.
Future plans for the improving of
the Jones, Elton, and Wheaton
atea; have not started, McGlone,
hoping to do this work through his
own department this spring or next
fall, wants to remove plants against
the buildings, and add benches for
a study area.
The master plan will serve as a
guide for the long-term
development of the campus,
providing a conceptual framework
for future landscape design.
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Starkey Speaks Out on Minorities, Frets
The following is the second half of an Interview with
Dr. George W.B. Starkey,'Chaisrmman of the Board of
Trustees of Trinity College. The interview was conducted
on January 18 by TRIPOD Editor Dick Dahlhtg and
Managing Editor Steven A. Elmcndorf.
Tripod: What is the approximate value of the endowment
fund?
Starkey; About S40 million.
Tripod: Many people use this figure to support the claim
that Trinity has an unusually large source of outside
funding.
Starkey: It's quite small when compared to most colleges
of 1750 people. But, we have done extraordinarily well
with our fund. By the same token, the demands on our
fund have increased. We've certainly done better than
many of our friends (in terms of performance of the
fund). Mind you, I'm just a simple surgeon, not an
economist or a fund raiser. But, as 1 sit at these financial >
meetings month after month, year after year, I am
impressed by the care that is given to the fund by the-
members of the Board who are finance men. I listen to
them argue with the bank trust officers and people who
tel us this or that about our portfolio, they really take
them over the coals. 1 think they're never hesitant to ask
the right questions. They want to get the most out of
every dollar we
''To me, the only two things
that are important are faculty
and students. Everything
else is built around them. ' '
Tripod: Is there a major endowment drive planned in the
near future?
Starkey: We haven't picked a time, but there will be one.
Most places have them every ten years.
Tripod: Who will run the endowment fund drive?
Starkey: The Development Office is in charge of seeing
that it is done. We (the Board) are in charge of saying
that in 1983 or 1989 we are going to have a $200 million
drive. That kind of thing comes from the Board. Usually,
we get advice from the Administration and from a variety
of sources.
Tripod: Are you satisfied with the College's overall
efforts in fund raising?
Starkey; No, I don't think we have done as well as I
hoped we could do. I think all members of the Board
agree to that. Yet, this past year we've done better than
we've pypr done. Weimprove every year. We don't have
the funding of Wesleyan or Amhexst. We continue to
work at it and perhaps we'll catch up with them. One of
the things that is very encouraging is that as every year
goes by. 'there has been more participation by the
numbers, the individuals which is very good because it
shows interest. 1 think our alumni do a bang up job of
getting Mrs. Ware (Director of Development) or Ted
(Lockwood) onto a potential candidate.
Tripod: In light of Trinity's relatively small endowment
and the rising cost of energy, do you believe that the
College can maintain the same quality of liberal arts
education without pricing itself out of the market?
Starkey: We're trying very hard to do this. 1 think we can
because I think there's a tremendous devotion by
members of the administration and faculty. I am so
impressed by how much they're willing to discommode
themselves. They don't get that boost that they do out in
the financial market. I think we can, although
temperatures are going to be cooler in the dorms and the
classrooms. We happen to believe that it is important to
be financially solvent and not join the majority of those
people who don't feel that this is important. There will be
some scrimping.
Tripod: You said that there will be some scrimping.
There have already been cutbacks made in the faculty
and the administration. If costs continue to rise, where
else do you cut?
Starkey: Well, doing repairs or anymore building. We'll
just have to keep it together with string and scotch tape.
And on top of this, it would be up to faculty, and students
to really do take better care of the buildings. I really think
this is a joint effort. It's really an expensive piece of real
' Td rather see us sit around
with a few broken windows
and keep the faculty
where it is,[ [ t i M
Tripod: Do you see any staff or faculty reductions?
Starkey: 1 think we've gotten about as tight on faculty as
we can. I think we're bordering on a student faculty
ratio that might really transform the status of this
College down several notches. I'd rather see us sit
around with a few broken windows and keep the faculty
where it is. To me, the only two things that are important
1 are faculty and students. Everything else is built around
them. Everything else must go before they do. I think we
really do worry about what you're going to have to pay.
We're not trying to keep up with Harvard or Yale, or
even what Wesleyan or Williams charge. We often get
upset over why we don't charge students or their families
or whoever five hundred dollars more so we could get
more for financial aid, we could get that window fixed,
we could raise the faculty salary 15 percent. But you
know, you rob Peter to pay Paul. I think you reach a
certain level where you just have to stop.
Tripod: Statistics on average faculty salaries that were
compiled by Professor Battis of the Economics
Department show that Trinity ranks 14th out of 16 among
small liberal arts colleges located in the Northeast, Do
you think Trinity's relatively low faculty compensation
package will hurt the Colleges effort to recruit and keep
qualified faculty.
Starkey: I'm sure it will hurt it a bit. If you're out in the
job market and someone offers you $12,000 and someone
else offers you $20,000, you'il take the $20,000, if it was
just the $8,000 difference that made the difference that
made the difference in your life. It seems to me, as I've
seen faculty not only here, but also in Harvard Medical
' 7 think we 're bordering on
a student faculty ratio that
might really transform the
status of the College
down several notches.
School, that there is some sort of balancing, They would
rather be at Trinity for perhaps $15,000 and work at some
other place for $19,000. We are on the low end of
financial compensation. We're aware of this. We have
improved them (salaries) a bit, but not as much as we
would like to. Compensation of faculty, I think, comes in
other ways besides dollars.
Tripod: With the rising cost of higher education, do you
perceive that institutional considerations, that is the
financial well-being of the College, as being added to the
list of criteria used in evaluating the granting of tenure?
Starkey: Well, if we can't affort it. Now what can we
afford even less? Well, perhaps we can't afford putting
an assistant professor out of an associate professorship
appointment, and therefore tenure. We'd have to
balance what other things we couldn't afford. I think
actually the students come first and the faculty come next
as far as we're concerned in our priorities. I'm sure that
if we did not have the funding that we would not put
someone up for tenure, unless he was an extraordinary
person.
Tripod: In their last two reports, the Fellows strongly
urged the College to expand the participation of
• minorities in the student body, and the Administration of
the College. Are you satisfied with both the steps taken
and the progress made, by the College in this area?
Starkey: We don't have as many minorities in these three
areas as we would like and I think every member of the
Board of Trustees agrees that we don't have as many as
we would like. Then you say, if that's so, then why don't
you do something about it? Well I think you go back to
where I started (statements made in last week's
excerpts). For minorities, whomever they may be, if
they're good, they can walk into any university or
college. All of these colleges and universities have this
problem in the public eye and deep in their own souls.
It's not just the public eye. They have a real binding
moral commitment to do this, more than any other group.
The competition is very keen for the stars of «. :
minorities. There are many people in minority groin:
who have been disadvantaged in many ways and th
really aren't up to the non-minority people who are tryi«J
to get into the same places. Accommodations are made to
try and upgrade (minority admissions), but that can h
very demeaning to the minorities as well and also turn
off some of the other people in the majority who ate
being discriminated against. But, in answer to yoUt
question, I think we are not satisfied. We would love to
have more minorities. It isn't that we aren't looking,
We've come across some who we didn't think were up to
it as we've come across majorities who we didn't think
were up to It. We have to get some kind of balance,
Getting women into male colleges is easier than other
kinds of minority problems. Maybe there ate other
avenues of approach, We spend a lot of time worrying
about it and being disappointed in working this area and
that area and not coming up with particularly good
people that we would like or just decide on somebft/cajirf \
then that person goes to Harvard. It's very frusta^, i
* - " •
Trlpodi In terms of qualified minority students, are you
satisfied that there is an adequate amount of financial aid
provided by the College for those who are qualified so
that they can afford to come to Trinity?
"If a fraternity wants to k
an all male outfit, I think
that is their privilege,
Again, I believe
in privilege.''
Starkey: Minorities, of course, have many more financial
demands which is understandable, Most colleges agree
pretty much on what kind of a package they want to offer,
If a minority student is offered more to go to Colby or to
Amherst or Wesleyan, and they've accepted the student
as a qualified, suitable person, why souldn't he or she go
these other places? But we have really tried in our league
and we are supposed to make the packages about trie
same. In answer to the specific question, no I wishw
had more money to put into financial aid for • miribft|
students as well as majority students;. There are a lotol
majority students who need financial aid very badly. I
wish we"jhad niore for both grouV^' J^ t« r"^i^M4w1
know who does. That should not be a reason in Bit
United States of America for anybody qualified to not be
able to get into a good college or university. The financial
side of it in this country should not be a controlling
factor. 1 think we all feel this way. However, I am sure
there are minority kids who can't get enough of a
package together to get in.
Tripod: In its last report, the. Fellows strongly urged the
Trustees to set up a committee to evaluate Trinity's role
in the Southside Neighborhood. Has this been done or
are there plans to do it?
Starkey: There are plans, but I can't spell them out for
you. Again, for this sort of question, I've heard a;great
deal of dicussion, I've participated in it. As you'khovf,
Trinity, the Institute of Living, and Hartford Hospital
have a mutual worry about this part of town. It's riot a
worry, it's a sense of responsibility because we're sit
involved and we're all responsible for our environs; ' ,
Tripod; In terms of value to Trinity students' overall :
educational experience, do you believe that fraternities
play a significant role at the College? !
Starkey: Well, I don't know enough about the fraternities
at Trinity College. I think they've played an importatit
role in the past, but I also think they've been disruptive
in the past not just here, but elsewhere. 1 still believe
there are more plusses than minuses. 1 suppose basically
that they are a discriminatory sort of thing. I don't W*
that word discriminatory in this instance because ifJ •
group of people want to share some kind of thing
together that isn't destructive to others, like a basketba"
club or a club of women under S feet, why shouldn't you.
If people 5 feet 3 inches can't get in, well tough beans.
Again, I think that's a matter of choice. If it impinges on
the rights of other people or is destructive to the
institution, well that's bad. Many people in the past thin
of their college and the people they remember best or see
most of or knew best through fraternities.
Tripod: Do you believe that the fact that none of Trinity^
fraternities except one allowing women members
inconsistent with the College's commitment to coedu-
cation?
Starkey: If a fraternity wants to be an all male outfit. I
think that is their privilege. Again, I believe in P r i v l I ^f
provided it isn't destructive. And 1 think if a . b u n c " l
women want to get together and have a sorority, t»»
their privilege. I think an all male college or " n i v e ^ { L t
okay. We happen to have opted for coeducation.»°
think you all have to be the same. You don't all n*ve
share equally everything, . . . . • • ' •
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•, I am sure:
lough of a
By Patty Hooper
At some date in the near future,
which has yet to be announced, the
new "Bigger and Better" Hartford
Civic Center Coliseum will open
its doors to patrons from the
surrounding area; When will the
facility open? No one knows for
•sure and the Civic Center ad-
ministration and city officials are
not even willing to speculate.
At present, it is hoped that it will
(«,iceopen within the next several
weeks, but it could very easily take
much longer.
One thing is for sure, when it
does reopen, the facility will be
completed and there will be no
further construction in any area of
the Coliseum which spectators
would be near.
According to public relations
officer Steven Jordan, the only
section of the Civic Center which
will probably still be under con-
traction when it reopens will be
press and storage areas located
beneath the seats. He noted that
this section was not affected
directly by the collapse of the roof
two years ago, but instead was •
subjected to flooding and erosion
after the roof caved in.
The new Coliseum will hold
approximately 4,000 more people
than the old building. For ice
hockey games, the old structure
held 10,800 people; the new one
will hold 14,600,
Although the interior of the
Coliseum is not completed, there
are. many visible changes in the
arepa, area \\;hich did not exist in
ttiere is.no longer a Scoreboard that
hangs over the center of the arena.
Instead, there are two new
scoreboards located in the corners
which face outside to Ann and
Asylum Streets and to Church and
Trumbull Streets.
There are also two other boards
located in the two opposite corners
which will be used as message
boards.
Jordan cited three reasons for
the switch in the location of the
scoreboards. "The first," he stated,
"is purely psychological." People
will feel more secure attending
events where they do not imagine
extra weight being carried by the
roof for a Scoreboard that gives the
effect of the roof being pulled
down in the center."
The second reason for the
change, asserted Jordan, is so that
players will be able to have a better
view of it during their respective
contests. Especially during
basketball games, he noted,
"players like to be able to see the
Scoreboard so they can see how
much time is left. With the old
Scoreboard, it was impossible for
the players to look straight up and
see when there were only a few
seconds left in the game."
The third reason is not talked
about too much right now because
it involves a plan that may not be
instated for several years.
According to Jordan, in the future,
if the Civic Center can afford it,
they would like to install an instant
replay board over the center. But,
he added, "doing that will cost a lot
of money, which we don't know if
we will have."
The new seats that have been
installed are colored in different
.̂ ljadjjs,,,.q£ , red, "but," remarked.
Jordan, "the color of the seats has
nothing to do with the breakdown
in pricing of the seats; it is purely
aesthetic."




• Secretary of the State B.arbara
Kenhelly announced Friday, the
na_mes,of four Democrats and nine
Republicans wjio will appear on the
presidential primary ballot for
Connecticut's March 25 presiden-
tial primary.
Mrs. Kennelly interpreted the
primary law in a Mberal manner and
so the candidates who appear on
the ballot are both prominant and
less known.
For the Democratic primary, she
included the names of President
Carter, Senator Edward Kennedy
of Massachusetts, California Gov-
ernor Edmund Gy Brown Jr., and
Lyndon H. LaRouche Jr.
On the Republican side of the
primary list, she included Repre-
sentatives John B. Anderson and
Philip M. Crane, both of Illinois;
Senator Howard H. Baker Jr. of
Tennessee;, former U.N. Ambas-
sador George Bush of Texas;
former Governor John Connallv,
also of Texas; Kansas Senator
Robert Dole; Benjamin Fernandez
of California; former California
Governor Ronald 'Reagan; and
former President Gerald Ford.
Kennelly noted that this may not
necessarily be how the ballot will
appear in March. Candidates have
until Feb. 8 to petition their way
onto the ballot. To get on the ballot
by petition, candidates must sub-
mit signatures from one percent of
the. registered voters of their party
in the state. What this will mean is
for a Democrat to petition his or her
way onto the ballot, it would
require 6,186 signatures and 4,032
for a potential Republican candi-
date.,
Kennelly further noted that
candidates that she has chosen to
appear on the March 25 ballot have
until February 18 to withdraw their
names from the list.
Former President Ford has stat-
ed publicly that he is not a
candidate, but he has not complet-
ely closed the door to the possibility
of receiving the nomination. He has
stated before that he might consid-
er running if he were drafted or
some "unforeseen circumstances"
arose.
Ford has already withdrawn his
name from the ballot in Massachu-.
setts, but his chief of staff stated
Friday that no decision has been
made yet regarding whether his
name would remain on the ballot in
Connecticut.
The state law requires the
Secretary of the State to place on
the ballot any candidate who> is
"generally and seriously advocated
or recognized according to reports
in the national or state news
media."
Kennelly stated that her includ-
ing Ford on the list even though he
has stated that he is not a candidate
is because he falls into the
description of the state law and
"in all the national polls, which are
reported by the press, Ford . . . was
reported running very well."
On February 19, Kennelly will
randomly choose the order in which
the candidates will appear on the
ballot for the March 25 primary.
M-:^\^»\J"*K
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Workers continne to install seats in tbe new Hartford Coliseum as the city anxiously awaits the
reopening.
put in, however, are only on three
sides of the arena: the Ann street
side, the Church Street side, and
the Asylum Street side.
There will also be \ new system
put in which will improve the
lighting throughout the entire
arena area. The old system placed
domed lights scattered across the
ceiling of the building. These lights,*
however, left some of the upper
seats and the corners in the dark.
The new lighting will not only
improve the lighting in the seating
area, but it will also improve the
ability for players in the arena area
to see the ice, court, or field more
easily. "In Springfield, one of the
biggest complaints of the Whalers'
players is that there are dark spots
on the ice where they lose sight of
the puck," Jordan mentioned.
The biggest difference in the
roof is the new structural design.
The roof is peaked in the center
now so that there will be better
drainage. According to Jordan, it is
now virtually impossible for there
to be a build-up of water or snow
over the center, placing excess
pressure on the roof.
There is also a totally new
structural design to the roof that
has a criss-cross support system.
" Although weld faults were found in
some of the smaller support beams,
the error was found in time so that
the faults could be corrected.
The beams with the faults lie just
beneath panels which lie beneath
the roof. If the faults had not been
spotted, it is possible that some of
the panels in the ceiling would fall
out, but the roof itself would not be
damaged.
When the Civic* Center
Coliseum finally does open, it will
become the permanent home of
the Hartford Whalers and the
Hartford Hellions. In addition, it
will host the Boston Celtics for a
mini-season this year and most
likely next year. After that, there is
a possibility that the Celtics will be
building a new arena of their own,
and will probably play all of their
home games there.
This year, the Hartford Civic
Center will also host the last Aetna
World Cup Tennis Tournament
betweena'tearirfront'Australia and
a team from the United States. This
tournament is scheduled for the
beginning of March.
But everything during the next
several months is tentative at the
moment. No one knows when the
new facility will open. According
to Jordan, the opening date will
probably be announced within 72
hours of the first scheduled event.
So in the mean-time, the people of




Last Tuesday, WFSB-TV, Channel 3 in Hartford,
canceled their plans to air scheduled broadcasts of
the six-part series "Edward and Mrs. Simpson"
because of advertisements by the Mobil Oil
Corporation. WVIT-TV, a rival station to WFSB-
TV immedicately announced that it would instead
show the series.
WFSB-TV,. a CBS affiliate cited a policy by its
parent corporation, Post-NewsweeJc Stations Inc.,
which does not allow advertisements which contain
"advocacy of positions on matters of public
importance or concern," with the exception of
advertisements for political candidates. WVIT
does not have as strong a policy.
A spokeswoman for WFSB stated that the Mobil
advertisements contain messages which support
the deregulation of big business and oppose
measures such as the windfall profits tax.
HGW Appoints President
Marcia Savage, Dean of the College at Clark
University, Worcester, Mass., was appointed
President of Hartford College' for Women last
Tuesday.
With her appointment, effective July I, Savage
will replace Joan B. Davis who resigned last year
to become an Assistant, to the President at Mount
Holyoke College in South Hadiey, Mass.-
Miriam.Buturworth has been acting President
since Davis'resignation.
Democrats Name Chairman
James M. Fitzgera.'J, a veteran politician from
East Hartford was elected the new Democratic
State Chairman in Connecticut last Friday night at
a meeting of the Democratic State Central
Committee.
Fitzgerald, who was supported by Governor Ella
Grasso, succeeds John Dempsey Jr. who resigned
last week after 18 months of serving as state
chairman so that he would be free to seek the
Democratic nomination for a seat in Congress in
eastern Connecticut.
Athanson Approves Ordinance
Mayor Athanson, in an unexpected move last
Tuesday, decided to approve, rather than veto, a
city ordinance which would abolish the Hartford
Civic Center Authority on May 7.
The mayor emphasized, however, that he is
convinced from several conversations with state
legislators that the 1980 General Assembly will not
pass a law which would enable the city of Hartford
to operate the multi-million dollar facility as an
autonomous city department.
Athanson vetoed the ordinance creating the
Authority that was adopted last year, but the
Hartford City Council overrode his veto.
Athanson was also expected to veto this
ordinance which abolished the Authority based on
statements that were made iast week.
in"-
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Editorial
A Better Way?
Sadly, it" has become a tradition for the Tripod to
condemn incidents of student carelessness. The
tradition continues this week. A stroll through the
library is ail that is needed to notice that smoking has
been banned from the third floor, except for the small
glass enclosed room. Signs have also been posted
reminding students that food and beverages are not
permitted anywhere in the library.
At the end of last term, the library staff found the
third floor a complete mess. Cigarette burns on the
carpet, ashes dumped everywhere, and leftover scraps
of food are hardly signs of respect for any building,
much less a newly renovated and expanded library. The
smoking restriction means that smoking will be
permitted for only a handful of students. Thfs may
cause problems when the time comes to study for
mid-terms and finals. However, given the deplorable
condition of the third floor, it is hard to blame the
library staff for deciding to restrict the areas where
smoking is permitted.
This restriction could have been avoided. The
decision was made swiftly. It appears that no warning
was given to students that there had been many
complaints related to the side effects of allowing
smoking on the third floor. Apparently, the Library
Committee had been debating for over a year whether
to eliminate smoking from the library. It is hard to
believe that these facts are common knowledge. A
public forum for discussion might have helped to make
more people aware of what was going on. While an
increased awareness of a problem does not necessarily
mean that It will disappear, it does mean that the
chances are better that a solution to the problem can be
worked out. If they had known that a smoking ban was
imminent, responsible students who use the third floor
may have been able to pressure those students
disobeying the rules into ending their abuse of the third
floor. With the new rule, the library staff will now have
to patrol the third floor. They are hardly enthusiastic
about this new duty.
A better procedure must be worked out. Greater
communication between the library staff and the SGA
would bring potential problems to the forefront, serving
to warn students of a possible major policy change. A
well publicized, open forum for discussion of problems,
such as smoking in the library, would lead to
compromise solutions. Whatever the problem, it is
always more desirable to work together on it than it is to
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Over the Transom
The Adventure of the Decked Stacks
Tripod // /
by Eric Grevstad
Running, 1 reflected as I headed
up Broad Street, was every bit as
good as they said it was. This was
my third month of running daily
from Friendly's to ABC Pizza, and
I had not felt so well in years.
It was a gray Wednesday
morning on campus. A bus passed
me and slowed, nosing toward the
bus stop ahead. I looked down and
admired ray feet, resplendent in
their new running shoes. They
positively sparkled. I imagined
those feet running in the Boston
Marathon, in the Olympics. I
imagined them mounting the
winner's rostrum, saluting the
flag...
"Oof!" I cried, tumbling on the
sidewalk. I had caught up with the
bus, and a passenger had stepped
out just in front of me, sending me
sprawling to the pavement.
"Really, Wheaton," said the
passenger. "Adidas clumsy as that
makes me doubt your prowess."
"Cones!" I gasped. It was my
roommate Sherbert Cones,
carrying an armful of packages
from a trip downtown. For the
hundredth time I regretted loaning
him my father's credit card.
But Cones turned away from me,
staring through the fence at an
object on campus. "What is that?"
he asked, putting his packages into
my hand as I reached for help in
getting up, "That thing, next to the
library,"
"That?" I staggered to my feet,
suddenly remembering that Cones
had vanished from Trinity in
December 1978 and never seen the
results of that period's con-
struction. "That is the new library
addition,"
"I should hope that library had
new editions, Wheaton," my friend
said testily, "I am asking about that
big ugly gray thing."
"No, no," I explained. "That is
the new wing, built to house the
expanded collection of. library
books. It is a much more spacious
and comfortable place to study."
"Are you sure? It looks like the
box Elton came in."
"You will like it, Cones," I said,
leading him through the gate and
past the athletic center. "Let me
give you a tour.''
"Very well," my friend agreed.
"Things have been pretty quiet
since I got back. If this library is
anything like the old one, it should
be the liveliest place on campus."
In a moment we reached the
familiar doors of the library and
i stepped into the vestibule. "A large
enough sign," Cones remarked,
seeing a large placard on the inner
doors.
"Yes, the library has prohibited
smoking except in a third floor
lounge," I said.
"I can see why. Anyone smoking
around all these books might make
1 an ash of one's shelf." Suddenly
Cones bent forward with renewed
interest, "What's this?" he asked,
indicating a Xeroxed poster
headlined "THIS IS A NEW AND
DRASTIC LIBRARY RULE!"
"One-third of the campus
smokes ~ - Everyone uses the
library," I read, 'Is this a fair
solution?1"
"Wheaton! Do you know whose
work this is?" Sherbert Cones
cried, ripping the poster from the
wali and examining it closely. "It is
our mathematical adversary!"
"Mary Ardie?" I exclaimed,
aghast at the mere mention of that
criminal mastermind. "But how can
you tell?"
" 'One-third of the campus
smokes,' " Cones read again.
"Clearly, this is a mind used to
thinking of fractions I And this - 'Is
this a fair solution?' Just the
question that a student of the
calculus might ask! I have searched
for Mary Ardie these two months-
and now I find her here, in the
library!"
"But surely she would not
distrub the students at their books,
Cones!"
"I doubt she would consider that
a binding agreement," the famous
detective said. He turned to a
passing librarian. "Excuse me.
Have you seen a mathematics
major named Mary Ardie lately!?"
"Why, yes," the librarian re-
plied. "Mary Ardie has been here
ten and twelve hours every day.
She's borrowed all the geometry
books in the library."
"Surveying the place for her
viltianous schemes, no doubt, my
friend said. "It's typical of Mary
Ardie to check out all the angles."
"But, Cones," I asked, "why
would Mary Ardie put up the
posters? Does she support the idea
of opening the third floor to
smoking again?"
"No, she's not interested in the
right to rebuttal," Cones said. "This
is probably a clever ruse to distract
attention from her real plans for
the library, which she'd keep in
reserve." He turned to the librarian
again. "Where can we find Mary
Ardie?"
"The mathematics books are
upstairs," our guide said, leading us
to the big How To Find It poster by
the reference desk. "See? Second
floor addition."
"Just a minute," Cones said
with a frown. "There seems to be
two systems of classification here."
"The library is switching from
the Dewey Decimal System to the
Library of Congress," I explained.
"Both systems are still in use, as the
conversion is only about half done.
The Library of Congress system
should be complete in several
years."
'Hmmm," Cones murmered,
looking at the poster more
carefully. Suddenly he jumped
back with a shout, "Wheaton!
That's it! That's Mary Ardie's
game!"
'What is it?" I cried. "Have you
found it?"
".Yes!" Sherbert Cones was in a
frenzy of action as he ran for the
enclosed staircase. "Her schemes
have penetrated every corner of
this .campus. Now she's left her
mark on the library!"
'A book mark, Cones?"
"Poor, Wheaton. Very poor."
Cones seemed about to explain,
when all at once a loud ringing
filled the library. "Mary Ardie has
set off the fire alarm!" the librarian
cried.
"She's been alarming me for
years," Cones muttered. "Up the
stair, Wheaton!"
"Ought we not to leave the
building, Cones?" I demurred. "I
can hear fire engines on the street
already."
"No, Wheaton," my friend said.
"Mary Ardie aims to distract our
attention-either by stealth, or
more obvious means. It appears
she's chosen the ladder."
"But what does it mean, Cones?
What is her plan?" We h*d reached
the second floor and were looking
for the math iection.
"Put yourself in Mary Ardfc's
shoes. Whca ton," he replied. "The
r mnthttmatical genius of
our era. Her career of crime thwar-
ted! Her opponent stronger at
every turn! And now, her library.
chnnging to the Congressional
system!"
"What does that have to do with
it?" I asked.
"Can you not see it?" Coses
cried impatiently. "In the transfer
from the Dewey Decimal to tk
Library of Congress, a system ol
numbers is replaced by a system oi
letters!!"
"Which Mary Ardie would see as
the worst insult to herself!" I
grasped. "So she's been-"
"What else would keep her in the
library ten hours a day? Changing
the books back to the old system as
soon as the librarians change them
to the new!" I had never seen
Cones so excited. "Dewey intend
to let her get away with it?"
"We mustn't!" I cried. "No one
would ever be able to find
anything!"
"Precisely! Which is why we
must stop-" My friend suddenly
broke off, his arm swinging like a
weathervane as he ran to the
balcony railing and pointed at
figure running toward the exit
below. "Mary Ardie!"
The scene froze. Mary Ardie,
carrying an armful of books,
stopped halfway to the exit as she
faced her archenemy, standing
motionless on tije j i t a b
There i - g | a M
silence; indeed, I was about to
comment on the resemblance td
Romeo and Juliet when Cones,'
with a burst of energy, vaulted the
railing and crashed into some
shelves in the lobby. Papers and
journals filled the air.
"You've landed on the magazine
racks!" I cried.
'I always like to stay on top of the
issues," Sherbert Cones said.
"Sherbert Cones," said Mary
Ardie, lifting an eyebrow and
gazing keenly at her adversary. "I
didn't expect you,to drop into the
library."
"Your plans are shelved, Mary
Ardie!" my friend retorted. "This •
time, they'll throw the book at
you."
"On the contrary," Miss Ardie I
smiled, "Catch," With that, she j
hurled her books at Cones and \
dashed out the exit. My friend.
instinctively clutching a few of (he :..
books, ran after her. There was a
clang from the security system and
the gate locked shut, catching him Jf
in the midsectton as four student
workers jumped on Cones and
wrestled him to the ground. Mary
Ardie disappeared amona tlie
students and firemen outside.
"This seems to be our day for
alarms, Wheaton," Cones said as l
rejoined him at the desk. "That
trick of giving me the books gave
Mary Ardie time to escape."
"But you won the match,
consoled him. "You prevented her
mix-up of the library. Besides,
added encouragingly. 'Til bet you
stop Mary Ardi for good any <W
now." . ,
Cones brightened a little at thai
"Doyou really think so?" he asked
hopefully. , r d
"Absolutely," I assured him. »u.
say you're overdue."
Cones'refused to speak to me tor.-





































ERA and the Draft
President Carter's State of the
Union Address on Wednesday
night included the statement, "I
have determined that the Selective
Service system must be revital-
ized." Spurred by student and
faculty responses to Carter's state-
ment, I want to clear up a
misconception concerning women
and the draft.
The misconceotion is the idea
that 'women will be drafted only
if the Equal Rights Amendment is
ratified. But, the ERA states in its
entirety, "Equality of rights under
the law shall not be denied or
abridged by the United States or by
any state on account of sex." This
clause, which will be the 27th
Amendment if ratified, says noth-
ing about women and the draft.
In order for women to be drafted,
the laws that register only men will
have to be reinterpreted to include
women. There is no reason why
this reinterpretation cannot occur
independently and without ratifica-
tion of the ERA. Afterall, women's
rights to equal citizenship are fully
guaranteed and implicitly stated in
the Constitution; But, because the
spirit of the law does not always
follow the letter of the law where
women are concerned, demand for
the ERA arises. Should the ERA be
ratified, absolutely nothing will
change for women in the United
States until lawmakers apply the
amendment; a case in point is
application of the ERA to draft
laws.
Women can be drafted whether
or not the ERA is ratified. The 27th
Amendment will simplify the pro-
cess of reinterpretation of draft
' laws should it be decided that the




In its story on the January 15
Faculty meeting, the Tripod incor-
rectly attributed to Professor Rich-
ard Lee remarks made by me.
Professor Lee and I have some
common views, and our names
share a sound, but we are not
interchangeable. Your reporter






In last week's Tripod I am
alleged to have made a comment in
the Faculty meeting of January 15.
I'm supposed to have said some-
thing about the staffing of the
Educational Studies Program.
Well, I did no such thing. I said
nothing at that meeting, believe it
or not, because I wasn't at the
meeting.
There is another reason (if
another is needed) why I did not
make that remark. Whoever
Megan White thought was I is
supposed to have said " . . . the
future is now." I would never say
that. I've read my Bertfand Rus-
sell. The future is never now - it lies





To: The Trinity Community
As you may know, the fraternity
system at Dartmouth has been told
by the Trustees either to shape up
or get out. Currently, the entire
fraternity system is on probation.
In order to meet the conditions and
new responsibilities the fraternity
system now faces, we have decided
to close all fraternity parties during
the annual Winter Carnival Week
and to charge respectable admis-
sion fees.
We are asking you to please
spread this word in any way
possible. Unfortunately what was
once a local winter event has grown
to unmanageable and iindesired
proportions. Although we encour-
age your presence at other times of
the year, we ask that the week of
Winter Carnival be left a private
affair at Dartmouth and that you
please advise all groups and
individuals of this new policy. Your






In case you haven't noticed,
there's a ski team on campus this
year. At the moment, the organiza-
tion is struggling to stand on its
own two feet. As of yet, it seems,
many of the efforts towards the
team have been directed towards
tripping it up. What we're asking is
for the support and aid of the
student body.
In the past few weeks, the team
has worked dil igently to try and
hold a raffle. The budget commit-
tee has graciously moved to
"match funds" with what money
we make on our own. The problem,
then, was only in printing up the
tickets and getting them approved
by the Hartford Police Department
and the State Raffle Bureau.
Now comes to the "tripping up"
part. In our second attempt to pass
the format of our raffle tickets
through, I took a fascimilie of what
I wanted on the tickets to a woman
at the HPD, the one who I gather
does the initial screening of raffle
applicants. Telling her that I was
on a time deficit, I asked whether
my copy of what (exactly) the ticket
would look like would be passed or
not. She indicated that it wonld go
through.
So, like any other person as naive
on the subject of catch-22's, I had
all of the tickets printed up. Last
week, I called up the HPD to see
how my application was going . . .
guess what? The tickets were
illegal. .Fortunately, after some
more running around with my head
cut off, I found that if certain
portions were cross J off of each
ticket, they would be legal.
What I'm asking all of you is not
only to try your best to patronize
this new team on campus, but to
forgive the crossed-out portions of
the tickets. These portions had
nothing to do with taking any prizes
off of the possible winnings, only
some characteristic of the prizes
themselves.
Finally, a note to all skiers. Why
not see if the Trinity Ski Team is for
you? I urge anyone with any
questions to contact me. One more
thing - The raffle drawing is on
Feb. 15. Thank You.
Doug Rollins




I have noticed in my 4 years as a
member of the student body that
often many complaints are made
against the quality of the food
service. Since the service is a
business organization and many
students are studying law, busi-
ness and medicine I sometimes
wonder why students don't under-
take the enterprise of running the
food corporation. This undertaking
would certainly be an appropriate
experience for those studying to
one day run or help run in a
significant fashion the day to day
workings of our government and
professions. Seeing that running a
major campus industry would have
to match the requirements of
Federal agencies, I feel there
would be no end of challenge in the
undertaking.
Francis I. Fallon, Jr. '80
P.S. Does Junior Achievement
have college men and women all
beat to heck?
Commentary
A Cry for Activism
ne ft"
by John Leisenring
With the dawn of the eighties I
believe that now, more than ever,
there is a need for the Trinity
community to develop a hunger for
an idealistic and social conscious-
ness which can provide for avenues
of political and social effect. What
do 1 mean by this jargon? Put
simply, as people at Trinity College
we have an obligation to become
more aware and involved in a
number of crisis ridden issues
which have already reached their
boiling point in Europe and Asia.
Among the most severe of these
issues are the Iranian crisis, the
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan and
the famine in Cambodia.
Why should we be aware, of these
issues which are far away and out
of the sphere of our more pressing
individual self-interests here at
home? President Carter, whether
we support him or not, put it quite
aptly when he asserted in his State
of the Union address on January
23rd concerning the Soviet invasion
of Afghanistan: "This situation
demands careful thought, steady
nerves and resolute action — not
only for this year, but for many
years to .come."
"Meeting-this challenge will
take national will, diplomatic and
political wisdom, economic sacri-
fice and,- of course, military capa-
bility. We must call on the best that
is in us to preserve the security of,
this crucial region." ?'
For some people the words of
President Carter may apt be
inspiration enough to- spur them on
to a quest for a greater awareness
of the current world crisis. To these
people I will therefore render the
words of an ex-Marine who served
in Vietnam and who now works as a
news reporter for one of the largest
radio stations in Southern New
England,
In a recent interview Gary L.
Jenkins stated that, "America
better wake up! When we listen to
the news we shouldn't just be
entertained. Be aware of what's
going on between the lines. When
you see something that disturbs
you, do something about it. As
students you should not underesti-
mate yourselves. Create an aware-
ness! By organizing people and
contacting legislators in Washing-
ton such as Toby Moffett and Chris
Dodd, you can be a force for
change. It's important to start
small and get a following on a local
or state level. Once this is achieved
you can then move on to topics on a
national level. If there is an
important issue, it is critical to get
a platform of what you want. Be
knowledgeable of the issues. No
"dissention can be among you. Get
involved in one issue or possibly
two. Get the students' money and"'
transportation together and then go
to the prearranged meeting with
your representative. Do not use
primitive forms of action. Flags and
banners are ineffective. Use
facts."
Finally in regard to the Cambo-
dian refugees Jenkins accentuates
that, "Although we can't help
every person, we should do what
we can. 'Organization's and projects
ssuch as CARE, The Ship: 'Hope',
and governmental organizations
can be outlets for us to demonstrate
our concern. Get together with
other campuses on these issues and
be heard." When we consider
these words in lieu of the fact that
Jenkins also served on the security
staff during the Nixon administra-
tion and was acquainted with
former Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger we know this statement
comes from a sourse of experience
concerning foreign issues.
Unfortunately, however, it is not
enough just to "be aware" of
what's going on in these troubled
areas. Too often, the overriding
majority of us will claim we are
concerned but will refuse to do
anything to show, our concern or fail
to realize how we can.
The first way to show concern is
to become knowledgeable of the
facts surrounding these interna-
tional issues. This can be done
through a constant saturation of the
news either with a newspaper or
magazine subscription or by watch-
ing the news on a regular ot
semi-regular basis. While this may
seem like a basic and commonplace
activity I feel that too many times
the average Trinity student I talk
with is iar too preoccupied with the
immediate concerns of schoolwork
or social life to read or watch the
news. Please don't get me wrong.
I'm not saying that school-work and
social life aren't important, but'I
still contend that many of us could
make a H*i\e -bit rawe room for the
pertinent political and "social issues
of today.
i Even if we are able to show our
concern by becoming knowledge-
able of the current problems in Iran
Afghanistan and Cambodia, what
then? The next stop is to do
something . about it and become
involved. Right now at Trinity there
exists a group known as CCAT
(Committee for Change At Trinity).
This group, which was organized
by Karen McDonald '81 for the
purpose of discussion of contem-
porary issues affecting the lives of
Trinity students and their respon-
ses to these issues, meets at 4:00
PM each Tuesday in the Cave. Why
not attend this week's discussion?
It is assuredly going to be focusing
in on an issue relevant to all
students at Trinity — "Should
Reinstatement of the Draft Take
Place?"
If this idea is too taxing or you
have a scheduling conflict, why not
give to CARE or help organize a
group or fraternity to raise money
for the Cambodian refugees? Does
this idea sound crazy since their
reality is too detached from yours
or because it.would cost too much
time and effort? Just keep one
factor in mind when making your
decision. Victor Palmieri, the Uni-
te! States Coordinator for Refugee1
Affairs reports,: that whew locally
provided food supplies n'.n out in
March of this year, the threat of,
widespread famitie will be as real
as ever. Although the famine lias
been temporarily checked this will
not be the case in as little as a
month's time unless there is a
substantial international relief ef-
fort.
Finally, if you feel as if you have
already spent enough money this
fast Christmas buying gifts or are
already on too many annual giving
fists, why not express your opinion
by writing for the Tripod or the
newly founded alternative school
paper, "Silences". If writing isn't
your interest then get out and
support and vote for your favorite
t residential candidate in the up-
coming election only ten months
away. Recent nationwide statistics
show us that only 56.5 percent of
the American people of voting age
actually voted in the last Presiden-
tial election. I sincerely hope that
these statistics don't repeat them-
selves because we are going to
need a leader we can be confident
in during the next four years.
In closing, let me quote the
words of George Washington as we
think of these issues today,
"You took the good things for
granted. Now you must earn
them again. For every right that
you cherish, you have a duty
that you must fulfill. For every
hope that- you entertain, you
have a {ask '-hat you must
perform. For every good that
you wish to preserve, you will
have to sacrifice your comfort
and your ease. There is nothing
for nothing any longer.''
$#V& K'OTi?:^^'---.J;-.'t•; V'ii1 -r"^fK:•; . : . - J . - . • i








This sign marked the start of beer sales at Trinity.
by Margaret Henderson and Alan Levlne
(This is the second of a three-part series)
Trinity ushered in the 1-972-73 school year busily anticipating the
Nixon-McGovern campaign, battling lunch lines at Mather and
boycotting lettuce. In the new year, plumbers ended a four-month
strike while WRTC's black announcers struck the station. During
the second semester, the College reviewed the consortium
program and beautification plans to renovate grounds around
Mather. * . '
President Locfcwood's remark that "Trinity is in good shape"
must have seemed ironic to residents of Elton. These students
found that thejr dorm suffered damage when lightning hit the
building over the summer, knocking off a limestone cap and
several stones from the parapet.
Across the courtyard from Elton, students lined up for lunch at
Mather, what was termed "Madness at Noon." The ever-increas-
ing number of people eating in Mather caused lines at prime time
to extend across the parking lot in front of the campus center.
During the second semester, Mather was forced to cut the hours of
its workers due to the decrease in diners. Perhaps diners had tired
of waiting lines! Many who did eat in Mather were boycotting
lettuce in solidarity with Cesar Chavez and the U.S. farmworkers.
The presidential campaigns of Richard Nixon and George
McGovern engrossed the campus. Both candidates had camps at
Trinity who followed the tours.
On campus, a subject of concern was the small number of female
faculty members. The fourteen female professors comprised less
than 10% of the faculty. None of these fourteen were full or
associate professors, served as department chairmen or held
tenure. The ratio of male to female professors was 5:1 in any atea
of instruction. The administration explained that they had not
actively sought out women teachers while the school remained
all-male. •
Racial incidents marred the year. Black announcers struck
WRTC, claiming that the station did not provide adequate air time
fora series entitled, "The Black Experience." Another occurrence
took place when a group of blacks attacked a white student who
had made a racial slur against a woman who threatened to kill his
cat. The strike was resolved, and the can incident came before a
Board of Inquiry.
On the bright side, plumbers finally settled a four-month strike,
and proceeded to repair broken plubming. • '
Beautification of Mather, TCB's plans for a Black Culture Week
and the College's consideration of various firms to manage the
bookstore concluded the year. \ •
By the begining of Christmas Term, 1973, the Trinity campus
was aware of a drug raid over the summer at DKE in which pdlice
ft*< ^ ^
i)e«pite a setrelarj1'. efforts, bu,ine<,», as usual wiu, intposijl.l? In
the Career Counseling Office during a student sit-in,
Dogs roamed campus until prohibited in 1975-76.
' 'Located as it is in a decaying inner-city, Trinity
stands out like a ripe plum ready for plucking.
And plucked it's been,''
To alleviate <
Apartments.
Looking Back at fee7
arrested several Trinity students. Book prices were about to go '
higher, and religion at Trinity experienced a formation, a move,
and. a fund-raising drive. The major question of whether the
Trustees would maintain the quota of 1000 male students on
campus remained unanswered until the Trinity Term, while the
students called for Nixon's impeachment and WRTC struggled to
survive. The Cave made a bid to sell beer, the dance department
asked for a dance major and the Curriculum Committee called for
the dissolution of the Education Department.
The entering class of 77, composed of 288 male and 132 female
students, allowed the College to maintain its established rule of
having 1000 male students enrolled. President Lockwood felt,
"We're not interested in an 800-800 male-female ratio. We can't
see justification for it," whereas the Trinity Women's
Organization (TWO) did not see any need for a quota at all. As
women fought to even the ratio of the sexes, other students
attempted unsuccessfully to place themselves on the Board of
Trustees and thus gain a voice in decision-making.
The College acquired 216 New Britain Avenue, but still lacked
adequate housing for those desiring an on-campus residence. The
library also experienced over-crowding, which made it "no longer
a place of academic solitude. It has become instead a social
gathering." The library could provide only 400 seats for the 600 or
700 students who wished to study there. Campus parking was the
object of discontent among students and security alike as 1400
cars competed for 736 spaces on campus.
Students burned Nixon in effigy on the Life Science Quad in
protest of his involvement in Watergate, and a week later student
groups mobilized in an effort to impeach the President.
Dick Gregory spoke on campus and called for Nixon's
impeachment. The Radical Alternative Group at Trinity sponsored
study sessions in Marxism "to lay a theoretical basis for radical
action in Hartford." To top off these radical inclinations, a leftist
. bokstore opened on New Britain Avenue.
Students concentrated on financial problems at Saga, which
dictated a switch from steak to roast beef on Saturday evenings.
And at WRTC, the transmitter broke in October, and without
$5,000 from the administration to replace the broken equipment,
the radio station faced collapse. The Cave considered selling beer,
but failed to satisfy the State Liquor Control Commission's
requirements since the College was located in a residential area.
The Educational Policy Committee discussed a proposal to
eliminate the Education Department, which aroused student and
faculty protests. The dance department proposed a major, but the
Curriculum Committee rejected the bid, citing the major as
"performance-oriented" and draining to other fine arts depart-
ments. « -
Events of '73-74 included a Concert choir three-week tour of the
British Isles, a Feminist Artsjjek, the pui
Crescent Street, and the dedicatei>f the Boyer
The Tripod carried an announcjsnt for a firs
Vail vacation for $209.83 and Kited a two
"Trinity graffiti."
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out Trinity's secure financial posijti. ;
Although the College was secEJixternally,
thefts plagued the campus. Thele hit Jaryi
month of the school year. A fatiguing in a
the blaze which was contained in I room wh«
314. The fire damaged the persoi) belonging
and the sprinkler system activatejy the heal
314 and the room immediately bejith.
In the first three weeks of scbl, securit
thefts, and a dorm burglary. Theyirttwted ttj'i
from the city who used hangers Writer the s
Security Alfred Garafolo said 18, "Until
Hartford subsides,.tbtamlsj>*fiil£fa'lot-M
boookstore, shoplifting aB§> ~-nmtm
apprehended two students inseptjte incldel
The handicapped claimed thelijiity was i
for them. The administration felt,lre'11 hand
comes up ." Also criticized as unsijble were;
The SGA considered using the T fraternity
room to solve the problem of ovepwding in
January of 1975, the adminis&jon appro
expansion of Mather to alleviate | problem.
Father Philip Berrigan, the a#ar activis
on campus, as did Tom Jarrielin ABC r
correspondent. This littlc-knowti*ilrercaus<
Hall Board of Governors, the* edecesso
sponsored the poorly attended erf.' to lose
The presence of Marines, who e recruiti
a group of students to protest'"reshadoi
following year. Students opposed* to Camb(
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The decision by the Housing* "ce to pi
75-76 school'year touched offpes«. The
because "the janitorial staffs ti^nion con
"Join us in our resistance to Trinity's compliance
with the merchants of death.''
A * *
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Students demonstrating in downtown Hartford advocating Nixon's impeachment.
January 29,1980, THE TRINITY TRIPOD, Page 9
' 'The student-body has gone co-ed\ but the faculty
has not kept pace..."
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y faiiiring in a clock-radio caused
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pes belongings of the occupants
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telyixrth.
: rf.jjil, security reported ten car
Theyibiited the thefts to juveniles
igetsinter the stolen cars. Chief of
said j, "Until the crime rate in
a lot we can do." In the
jnsqte incidents. ' ' '
d the'ity was deficient in facilities
on fcl'e'll handle the situation as it
as liEble were the dining facilities,
g the fraternity house as a dining
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the gar activist and author, spoke
janjti ABC News White House
(n0Wjiker caused MHBOG (Mather
,S| tfoedecessor of SGA), which
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s wjje recruiting students, caused
pfotepreshadowing events of the
pp0S(jto Cambodia and inarched in
•oposflds-
[ousiiflce t o prolribit pets for the
e j offssts. The decision was made
i contract states that the
workers will refuse to pick up after animals, and therefore, the
College has resorted to prohibiting pets on campus next year." In
addition, noise complaints and messes were cited as reasons for
the prohibition. A student named Tina Dow was president of the
Pets' Friends Association, which was responsible for the collection
of pet registration fees and led the unsuccessful fight to keep
animals on campus.
Among the firsts on campus during *74-'75: a recycling
program, the student directory, a Trinity College brass ensemble,
and the first tenured women faculty member.
During the spring, the College was preoccupied with a campaign
to raise $12 million and preparations for a Spring Weekend. The
'Neath the Elms Garden Club,' consisting of Trinity faculty wives,
organized a bake sale to raise funds to be used to beautify the
campus, and Pie in the Eye became the rage at the end of the year.
This sneaky endeavor involved "hits" of students and faculty by
professional student pie throwers, hired by contract. For $5, a
chocolate whipped cream pie could be directed at the target of
one's choice (faculty and administrators for a slightly higher fee).
The pie throwing organization donated their profits to charity.
The 1975-76 academic year was the time when Trinity made
Newsweek and other national publications, a feat which the
College would no doubt have gladly bypassed. It was also the year
when the Marines almost incited a small war on campus, two
professors threatened to sue their students, Trinity did its small
part for the Bicentennial; and a little-known Southern politician
named sHiriitny Carter made a brief appearance. • • • -
On April 27, the Tripod declared "Joke Nite Explodes into
Racial Controversy." What began as an innocent evening of jokes
in the Cave evolved into an ugly display of sexist and racist humor
that captured national attention in Newsweek. Professor of
English Bard McNulty summed it up as an expression of "gross
racism and gross sexism under the guise of community
entertainment." From that point on, the College has had a strict
policy against public expressions of such "humor."
Despite the considerable controversy that event aroused, it was
not as controversial as the furor resulting from the U.S. Marines'
attempt to recruit at Trinity in September. The Tripod reported
that "the students said they thought that a place of learning is 'not
the place to tolerate the destructive policies of the American
military.'" *
Many students resolve to protest the presence of the Marines on
campus. They organized a sit-in at the Career Counseling office,
thus preventing the recruiters from entering the office. The
Marines, nevertheless, were able to talk to interested parties,
though there were very few. As a result of the incident, fourteen
students were initially suspended and later censored. The Marines
Students protest U.S. bombing hi Cambodia. ~
postponed their recruiting, but did not return in the spring as
planned since no one had signed up for interviews.
Professor James Heeren of the Chemistry Department
threatened to, sue a student for libel. He claimed that the
evaluation of his Chemistry 111L course was false and malicious,
and asked the student course evaluation editor for a public
retraction. Both the editor and the SGA refused, maintained that
the evaluation presented an accurate reflection of student opinion.
Later in the year, Jonathan Reilly, music instructor and college
organist, filed a SI million libel suit against five current and former
students. They had sent letters to President Lockwood saying that
his employment "undermines Trinity's standards of academic and
personal integrity." The Tripod did not report the result of either
of the suits.
In the Bicentennial year, a Trinity Bicentennial Festival was
planned for the spring, in which each department sponsored a
Bicentennial-related symposium. A crafts fair was held on the.
quad, a fife and drum corps performed and Professor George
Cooper, the noted Anglophile, discussed England's point of view
on the Revolution.
An on-going debate focused on plans for a proposed Rathskellar.
There was some consideration of renovating the bowling alley to
serve in such a capacity. SGA President Steve Kayman accused
the administration of stalling the application for a liquor license for
the Rathskellar.
First the bad news . . . A Manchester, Connecticut resident was
stabbed in the leg at Cinestudio, but no students were involved.
Meal tickets were no longer honored in the Cave. Nearly 900
students suffered through the flu in early February. A new S10Q
dormitory fee was instituted to make the lottery system more fair
and less manipulative. And the security office was vandalized.
Then the good news . . . Mather was enlarged to increase the
size of its dining, kitchen and service areas. Professor Eugene
Leach was hired to head the new American Studies program. Plans
were being made for the inauguration of a Free University.
Georgia State Senator Julian Bond and Pulitzer Prize-winning
poets Gwendolyn Brooks and Maxine Kumin visited Trinity. And a -
senior psychology major performed an experiment which he called
"Preppie Day" for which students were asked to wear the
appropriate clothing.
Now the dubious news . . . The library was compelled to install
its security system. The College instituted a one-way traffic
pattern on the looproad around Austin Arts Center. The Tripod
announced meetings of the Trinity Wargames Club and the
Student International Meditation Society.
It's often nice to know that some things never change. The'
Tripod presented a full-page spread entitled "Makris Dinert Love
it or Leave it." And President Lockwood reaffirmed the value of a
liberal arts education.
A Marine recruiter was haunted by protesting students.
The Religion Department moved to new offices on Veraon Street.
"Having lost our innocence} we must regain our
integrity, * *'—President Lockwood
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Science Lecture
On Wednesday, January 30, at
4:30, Dr. Marie F. Marcus of
the Stauffer Environmental Center
will present two lectures in
Clement 105 on "The Use of
Selective Detectors to Simplify
Interpretation of Complex En-
vironmental Samples by Capillary
Gas, Chromatography/ Mass
Spectrometry.
The lecture will be preceded by a
coffee hour in the Chemistry
Library at 4:00,
Reagan Meeting
Interested in politicking? Like to
participate in many different
aspects of a political campaign? if
so, there will be a meeting in the
Cave, Wednesday at 4:00 for all
those interested in working for the
Reagan For President campaign.
Contact David Gurliacci, box 627,
for further details.
Women's Lecture
Again, the Women's Center will
be sponsoring the course "Our
Bodies, Ourselves" beginning
Tuesday, January 29, 1980. Ruth
Howell and Jan Guidice will
present this course on female
anatomy and health.
The course will run for six weeks
with the exception of Open Period
on Tuesday evenings from 7:30-
9:30 p.m. in the Women's Center.
There is a five dollar charge. All
women are invited. The Women's
Center is located on the third floor
of Mather Campus Center.
Kennedy Meeting
A Trinity ' Students : for Ken-
nedy Meeting will be held on
Tuesday January 29, at 7:00 p.m. in
Wean Lounge. Help us get into fiill
swing before the upcoming
primaries. For more information,
contact Bruce Johnson, Box 1786.
Now more than ever, we need to
begin creating a solid core of
support here at Trinity.
Carillon Meeting
The Trinity Guild of
Carilloneurs is looking for new
members! Anyone interested in
learning the fine art of cam-
panology should meet at the base
of the chapel today, at 6:00 p.m. No
musical experience necessary.
Women's Center
The Trinity Women's organiza-
tion will be holding a coffee house
at 9:30 p.m. in the Women's
Center. Come hear two Trinity
students perform. Everyone is
welcome. Admission is free.
Anyone who is interested in
performing at a Coffee House may
contact Rima Sirota or Julia
Cooper.
Divestiture
There will be a meeting for all
persons interested in working on
the issue of Divestiture on Wed-
nesday at 4:00 in Alumni Lounge.
If you are interested in working on
this issue, but are unable to attend,




There will be a meeting, of the
Committee for Change at Trinity
on Thursday at 4:00 in Alumni
Lounge. All students and faculty
are urged to attend.
World Affairs
Thete will be a vital meeting of
the World Affairs Association this
afternoon at 4:30 in the Committee
rRoom of Mather Hall. All students
interested in participating in the
upcoming Harvard Model U.N. are
invited,
latin-rock band. If you want to
continue to hear music like this at a.m.
Trinity, it's vitally important that
you come to the meeting, or call
Anne at 246-9241 if you are in-
terested but cannot attend.
Ambulance
Monday, 11 February, H:00
Students are invited to come to
any meeting to receive information
for the first time or to ask further
questions of Mr. Winslow con-
cerning foreign study.
The West Hartford Volunteer
Ambulance Inc. is looking for new
members. EMT certification or any
level of first aid training is helpful
but not necessary to join. If you
can give a few hours a month
please contact Chris Sloan Box
1985 or 249-3205 or call the am-
bulance at 232-9262 after 6:00 p.m.
weeknights, or anytime on
weekends.
Trinity Tutoring
The Trinity Tutoring Program
needs students to tutor in reading
or math for one hour per week at
the McDonough Elementary
School, a five minute walk from
here. School is open from 9:00
A.M. to 2:00 P.M. and tutors may
select the time period suitable for
them. It is also possible to get




Students considering a full year
enrollment directly in a British
university (not in an American -
program) will probably save money
next year by applying through the
Beaver College Junior Year in
Great Britain which provides direct
enrollment in a number of British
universities. Beaver will be drawing
up on its reserves to fund the
difference between its budget next
year and the cost to study in a
British university. Information on
the Beaver program is available in
the Office of Foreign Study
Reading Rqom, Williams 210E.
The overseas student fee ,for
1980-81 has been more than
doubled by the British government.
This means that the tuition
(equivalent to the overseas student
fee) for next year will be approx-
imately $4,500 at present exchange
rates.
AIESEC
AIESEC, the club which
sponsored the Shell Oil lecture, will
have a meeting tonight, 6:30, in the
Committee Room. New members
are welcome. If interested, but









The Investment Department at
Hartford National Bank is seeking
two students to work part-time
(paid positions, preferably af-
ternoons, although hours are
negotiable). Work would entail
reviewing investment files and
bringing research into shape. This
experience would provide- ex-
cellent exposure to portfolio
management. If interested contact
Pam Poggi, Personnel Officer, 728-
2937.
Folk Society
For everyone interested in
promoting a variety of music at
Trinity, there will be a meeting of
the Trinity Folk Society this
Wednesday, January 30, at 7:30 in
the Committee Room. In recent
years the Folk Society has spon-
sored such diverse performers
asAncient Orphic Mystery Band, a p.m.
traditional folk group; guitarist
Woody Harris; and Cocinando, a a.m.
The Trinity Photo Club is now
making available both color and
B&.W darkroom facilities to
students. Membership fee is $5.00
per semester and lessons cwi be ar-
ranged for those wishing to learn.
For more info contact Jeff Swain at
246-8410, box 2005.
Big Brothers
Anyone interested in the Big
Brothers/ Big Sisters Program at
Trinity is welcomed to join at this
time. The program is designed to
provide an opportunity for children
in the Hartfor^ area to develop
close friendships with mature
individuals in the college com-,
munity. Only a few hours a week
can make a big difference in a
young person's life. If you are
considering becoming involved,
call 249-2276 for Big Brothers or
contact Bruce Green at Box
J732. Contact either Tracy New-
man (Box 1228) or Judy Mercer
(Box 728) for Big Sisters.
Free University
Free University will be starting
soon, but, you have one last chance
to sign up to teach a course. The
nature, length, time and place are
completely up to the instructor. So
send those details plus your title
and course description to Gina
Bonsignore Box 468 by Sunday
Feb. 3.
Tutor Wanted
Please help! A geometry tutor is
needed for a tenth grade girl. She is
willing to come to Trinity for help
and will pay what she can. For
more information contact the
Internship Office.
Study Abroad
The following general in-
formational meetings will be held
in Alumni Lounge on the dates and
at the hours indicated:
Budget Committee
Thursday, 31 January, 1:30
Tuesday, 5 February, 10:30
Come meetthe.Budge^Qqmjjjjfe.
tee tonight at 10:00 p.m. in Alumni
Lounge. Refreshments will be
served. All organization heads are
urged to attend.
London School
Present sophomores interested -
in study at the London School of
Economics and Political Science
for the 1980-1981 academic year
should have at least a B plus
average through the first term of
their-sophomore year. Please read
the up-to-date materials in the
maroon binder in the office of
Foreign Study Advising and obtain
a copy of the information sheet on
the LSE if you are interested. Ed
Kaminsky, now at Trinity, was
enrolled at the London School of




Students interested in this ex-
change with a British university for
the 198<>8\ academic year or for
the Spring of 1981 are reminded to
read the information in the maroon
binder in the Office of Foreign
Study Advising and to obtain a
copy of the procedure sheet for
applying. Applications must be.
submitted by 1 March 1980, even if
the applicant is interested in
participating during Spring 1981
only. Interested . applicants- might
also wish to speak to a UEA student
here on exchange this year.
Deborah Head, or Trinity students
who have studied at UEA; Cheryi
Berkowitz, Anne Craven. Laura
Fergusson, Nicholas Hanna.
Robert Keyes. Peter Lytwns.,,and
Linda Scott. At least 4 or ^'places
at UEA will be available for *W0
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Dancers Invite Trinity to Faculty Performance
by Kate Meyers
"Come and see what you see.
What you see is there. What you
don't see isn't there," says
Katherine Power, Acting Director
of the Dance Program at Trinity.
Her invitation refers to the Trinity
College Dance Faculty concert on
February 1 and 2 at 8:00 PM in
Goodwin Theatre. The evening's -
program consists of six completely
different pieces choreographed by
Trinity Dance Faculty and per-
formed by both faculty and
students.
Power has traveled abroad as a
member of the American
Repertory Theatre and has per-
formed in various theatrical
productions as both actress and
dancer. Her contributions to the
concert's agenda include "Ida" and
"Darshan." The former is
choreographed to a text by Ger-
trude Stein, presenting an ex-
periment in words and music.
"Darshan" emerges as a spiritual
seeking piece and is danced to the
music of a Moog sunthesizer.
A member of the Nimbus Dance
Theatre Company and Artist-in-
Residence at Trinity, Kathy
Robens has studied with Elizabeth
Waters, Martha Graham, Betty
Jones and Merce Cunningham.
Roben introduces her
choreography in "Tank" and
"Shifting Illumination." "Tank", an




a.m." to the concert; a solo piece
danced by Robens. Balletic in style,
"Shifting Illumination" is a group
piece performed by Rosi Docal,
Leslie Finch, Grace Haronian,
Dana Keough and Linda Rich.
Carl Tillmans, a native of
Connecticut, has danced with Billy
Siegenfeld, Jennifer Donahue,
Mutual: Exchange, and the
Elizabeth, Keen Dance Company.
Presently a member of Rachel
Kathy Robens danceB with a
Lampert and Dancers in New York
City, Tillmans commutes to
function as Visiting Guest Artist at
Trinity. "Hurry up and Wait" is
Tillmans' addition to the evening.
Leslie Finch, Valerie Foley, Lise
Halpern, Grace Haronian, Annette
Schlagenhauff and Tillmans move
to Irish jig music. f
The separate pieces, some of
which have been rehearsed since
photo by Marietta Pathy Allen
rag doll in preparation fr.r the Trinity performance on Feb. 1 and 2.
the fall, stretch over the spectrum
of contemporary dance, from
ballet to avante-garde. All three
dancer/ instructors have varied
backgrounds in dance and the
concert offers a reflection of this
diversity. Their energy and
creativity also offer enhancing
additives.
"Perspectives on Dance at
Trinity" will serve as an exciting
prelude to many other dance
performances taking place on
campus this semester. Included in
the Ust of future presentations are:
Sara Rudner Performance En-
semble, Paul Taylor Dance
Company, and the Lar Luboyitch
Company of Dance. Start the new
semester with some movement at
the Goodwin Theatre.
The Flute of Galway Charms New York Audiences
The Second movement was permeated by enigmatic dissonances.
by Sarah lane Nelson
Happening to be in New York
City on the weekend of January 20,
I dropped in at Avery Fisher Hall
to hear flutist James Galway and
accompanist, Phillip Moll in their
evening performance of works by
f8'90),'and Prokofiev (1891-1953).
Galway is fast becoming one of
the most renown virtuosos of the
flute, along with Rampal and
Robison. His fame has grown
rapidly since 1975, when he left the >
Berlin Philharmonic to advance his
status as a soloist. He is a frequent
guest of London orchestras.
Television has aided the great
rapidity with which his career has
advanced. Television audiences -
enjoy him both as a musician, and
an entertainer.
Phillip Moll. studied English
Literature at Harvard before
deciding to devote his life to music.
He met Galway in Berlin, and has
worked with him since 1975.
The first piece on the program,
Francis Poulenc's Sonata for Flute
and Piano was completed in 1956.
It was first performed by Rampal,
the French flute virtuoso. The
Sonata is lyrical in nature with few
systematic progressions.
Poulenc's Allegro malinconico
starts in the low register of the
flute, .Galway took the greatest
advantage of this, by creating a
marvelously sensuous sound. As
the Allegro progresses, octave
contrasts enliven the music.
Galway, despite his casual style,
handled the demanding changes of
embrochure with fine precision.
Galway created a spaciousness of
sound that made the Hall seem
larger. As was frequent throughout
the concert, the audience let their
enthusiasm spill out in applause
between movements.
Galway played the Cantilena
with such liquid tone, that I found
it hard to believe a wind instrument
might produce such a sound
through the medium of air alone.
The enigmatic dissonances per-
meating the second movement
were performed with a vibrato
which carried the sound, without
embellishing or impeding the
music.
Cesar Franck's Sonata in A
major was completed when the
composer was 64 years of age and
at the height of his career. The
Sonata* for .(Flute and Piano was
transposed from a Sonata' for
Violin and Piano. Here flute and
piano are featured as equal part-
ners. Moll's musical sensitivity was
spectacular^ to behold. In the
Allegretto, Galway stood back as
the pianist gave his solo, in order
that we might center our attention
on Moll alone. Naturally, this tactic
created the opposite effect.
The first, movement of the
Sonata works admirably for the
flute. The Allegro, however, is
darker in mood and the flute
simply cannot achieve the eloquent
turbulence of the violin it has
replaced. As a result Galway was
caught under the avalanche of the
piano's storm passages, In this
movement, Galway was at his best
during the more wistful moments.
The third movement consists of
Recitative and free Fantasy. Here
melody fragments are tantalizingly
introduced. These never complete
themselves.
Prokofiev's Sonata for Flute and
Piano in D major Op .94 followed
intermission. This Sonata has a
classical structure which serves as a
frame for the lyricism within the
piece. In contrast to the. French
composers, Prokofiev's passion is
of a more cerebral and playful sort.
His appeal is not Romantic in the
lyrical sense.
The Presto movement was taken
at a tempo, perhaps more breath-
taking for the audience than for the
flutist himself. Despite the
seemingly reckless pace, no poise
was lost. The places of melodic
unison between the flute and piano
sparkled with clarity of intonation.
In the final movement, Allegro con
brio, Galway shook his right hand
to loosen what must have been very
right muscles indeed, after such
accelerated passages.
For an audience gullible to
flamboyant affectations, Galway is
a most enjoyable showman.
Viewing him as a musician, one
must wonder at his dual energy for
both entertaining his audience, and






And you don't have to just rely on your local
newspaper to find them. Because this spring.
Ford's Insider magazine will feature an
entire issue on how and where to find summer
employment.
There will be informationon government
jobs, including tips on taking the Civil Service
exam. Articles on overseas jobs. too. Intern
and co-op programs in private business. Jobs
workin' on the railroad and other outdoor
money-makers. Jobs at resorts. Even jobs at
Disneyland. And for the individualist, job
profiles of a clam digger and a magician.
Jesters Announcement
Starting on Tuesday, January 29, the student directed Jesters
will be holding a Drama Workshop for anyone interested in
dramatic readings, and reading participations. The workshop
will take place every Tuesday in Garmany Hall at 4:15. There will
be specialty workshops as well that deal with subjects like set
design, and mime technique. At the first workshop there will be
a dramatic reading of "Play Strindberg" by Durrenmatt, and
Edward Albee's "The American Dream." There will be a
reading participation as well.
Help Wanted
Insider will help you find the summer job
you need. And to find Insider, all you have to'
do is pick up a copy of your college paper
and look inside. It's free from Ford.
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Parker Drew Recreates the Irascible Mark Twain
by Michael Lipp
"Man is really the most interest-
ing jackass I've ever seen." This
statement was just one of the many
witty and satirical observations of
Mark Twain, vividly portrayed by
Parker Drew in the Goodwin
Theatre on Sunday, January 20. In
this unusual mixture of stand-up
comedy, story-telling, and lecture,
Drew brought Twain to life in all
his brevity and cynicism.
The "lecture" began with a brief
introduction, in which he com-
mented on his choice of clothes — a
three-piece white suit and red
ascot, saying, "Clothes make the
man — and naked people have
plioln by Mrvc Pckock
Parker Drew effectively and realistically portrays Mark Twain.
Pipes Jamboree Leads
to Laugh and to Song
By Rachel Mann
The Trinity Pipes presented their
first Jamboree of the 1979-80
school year. Featuring the Wil-
liams Octet and the Smith Smither-
eens on Fridayr-jJan. 25, -the
Goodwin theatre was packed full of
students expecting some good
music and some good jokes —
always in the programs planned by
these groups.
The evening began with the
Octet's entrance in purple and gold
school jackets, dark sunglasses,
and khakis. Their tone was set as
fast and funny.
Including the sounds of the 50's
and some barbershop quartets,
they sang such classics as "Peg 0
My Heart," "Good-bye My Coney
UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
OPTIMIZATION a A PUT MBA
Our accelerated 11-month MBA
program is smart management:
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Mail !<i: Graduate School of Business, Admissions
University of Pittsburgh
1401 Cathedral of Learning
iVt..'«Jjyh. PA 15206
little or no influence on society."
As Twain began to speak of his
"recent" illness, lumbago, one
could not help noticing Drew's
preoccupation with making the
character seem old. His shuffling
feet and groaning from aching
joints became primary to what he
was saying.
Perhaps Drew's most interesting
characterization was Twain's view
on bad habits such as smoking,
drinking, and swearing. Comment-
ing that he attained his age "by
sticking to a way of life that would
have killed anyone else." He went
on to tell of his recovery from an
illness by giving up such "pleas-
ures" and also of a poor old woman
who would not recover because she
had no vices to give up; she was a
"moral pauper like a sinking ship
with no freight to throw over-
board."
S
Drew's ability to portray both
Twain and the characters in
Twain's stories was phenomenal.
From an old black storyteller, much
in the style of Uncle Remus (a
ghost story called the "Golden
Arm" — rather unrelated to the
rest of the talk, but interesting,
nonetheless), to an aged drunk Jim
Blaine, whose interrupting remini-
scences would not allow him to
finish a story, or from Mariah
Whittaker whose glass eye whirled
when she winked to Millington G.
Wheeler who w"as woven into "39
yards of the best 3-ply carpet you
can buy," were all parts in his
repertoire of Twain charicatures.
Twain's views on health were to
be expected. "Follow rules when
you're young so as to have the
strength to break them at my age."
As for cigars — he smokes them
' only one at a time and never when
asleep; exercise, sleeping, resting,
and fluffing his pillow because
"there's no benefit to bein' tired,"
and eating ("1 eat things that
disagree with me until one or the
other gets the best of us") are also
a part of his health routine.
When Twain became Serbius the
lecture became a social and relig-
ious commentary on man who was
"created at the end of the week's
work." According to the speaker,
man is "the only one who's found
the true religion — many of 'em
creatin' his own Hell in the idea of
a Heaven" — or as he puts it —
'Heaven for climate, Hell for
society."
Satan, says he, is "the religious
head of one-fifth of the world and
the political head of the whole
world." And when Twain gets to
Heaven, God will find "Mark
Twain and religion the most
indescribable frauds."
Drew's ability is rare and
well-refined. His acting, vocal
quality and presence are alarming.
His portrayal of Twain is. perhaps
second only to its original fore-
father — the immemorable Hal
Holbrook.
Island Baby," and "The Chat-
tanooga Shoe Shine Boy."
Opening their set with the
statement, "We don't deal in
humor too much," the group
continually played pranks on, their
fellow singers and on their
audience. They even went so far as
to have a stand-up student
comedian telling "baby being born"
jokes and included^ the audience in
the fun.
In general, the Williams Octet
was polished, poised, and sounded
consistently good. Their choice of
music was daring and they ap-
peared to be having as much fun as
the rest of the audience, who
enthusiastically demanded an
The Pipes men accept applause after singing the barbershop quartet, "Hello My Baby.'" photo by Lizabeth London
encore song which was happily
given.
The Smith Smithereens followed
this rambunctious act. In com-
parison, these girls were mild,
Dressed in varied and confusing
colors, they dampened the mood of
the Jamboree, Their lackluster
performance included a com-
bination of love songs and a
"snap-crackle" song. They also
sang "Chain of Fools" and the well-
known "Sentimental Journey."
Qie of the Smithereens more
sparkling moments was when they
brought an audience member on
stage to act as protagonist in the
song of a hard-hearted man who
uses women. This technique,
fortunately, had great audience
appeal. An encore was called for
merely as a matter of course. This
final song, "Tuxedo Junction,"
surprisingly turned out to be one of
their best, as they mimed the in-
struments of a jazz band and exited
from the stage.
The singing entrance of the
Trinity Pipes was a refreshing sight
and sound after the Smithereens'
performance, They once again
picked up a smooth, assured, and
professional pace. Their usual
repertoire of the "controversial"
"Where Did You Prep?" and the
timeless "Julianne," also included
some new upbeat routines. Scott
Nesbitt and Madison Riley gave a
rendition of P.D.Q. Bach's "Please
Connoisseur," startling themselves
and delighting the audience with an
inadvertant line caused by
overlapping verses sounding like
"Look up her skirt."
Possibly one of the best songs
was performed by the Pipes
women. They sang a razzle-dazzle,
jazzy tune called "Java Jive." All of
the singers' voices were strong and'1'
their presence on stage was
confident and polished. The men,
following the example set by the
Williams Octet and the Pipes
women, sang an amusing bar-
bershop quartet "Hello My Baby."
Unquestionnably, the Pipes were at
their immaculate best. Even
"Precious and Few" was more
upbeat than usual. An encore was
doubly demanded by the Trinity
spectators.
The Trinity Pipes Jamboree was
a success. Hopefully, there will be a
few more of these before the end of
the semester so that the Pipes can
once again exhibit their finesse.
The Pipes ensemble entertains the Trinity tsadience with so mi- ?fte$ and some songs.
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Mountain John Finds a Bit of Life at Trinity
I'm following that naturalness that makes my brain run free....
By Rachel Mann
with Julie Amatruda
"My whole show is built about
bein' on the road, travelin', meetin1
people, followin' their dreams, and
followin' my dreams at the same
time."
Such is the theme and
philosophy of Mountain John. This
startling character entertained
Trinity in two performances in
"The Other Place," in the Wean
Lounge, on January 23 and 24. He
also sang to the daily crowds in
Mather Dining Hall and downstairs
in the Cave during the lunch and
dinner hours.
With his two guitarists Fred and
Suzzanne for companionship (the
latter played lead on one song and
the former playing rhythm),
Mountain John sang, told tales of
life and traveling, read poetry, and
pulled out a few one-liners. He
simultaneously puzzled and
delighted Trinity students with his
relaxed and outgoing nature.
Mountain John makes his living
driving up and down the East coast
in a pick-up truck looking for work
in the local bars, schools, and town
organizations. "There's a bar on
almost evr'y corner on the East,"
he noted.
Originally from Oklahoma, he
earned a degree in music education
from the Kansas State Teachers'
College, was married, taught music
to children in grades K-12, then
dropped everything to pursue his
dream and desire to perform and
make people laugh. John has been
singing and traveling since 1972
and he still foresees no end to the
life he loves.
"You wake up in the mornin' in
the back of a van an' the sun is
risin' an' its eight degrees out. You
grab yourself a cup of coffee at
some coffee house on the road an1
then hit the next town," said
Mountain John. He speaks with an
air of satisfaction in a comfortable
Okie drawl.
Mountain John epitomizes the
romantic legend of the wandering
man or minstrel who lives his own
life, free of any ties or cares, doing
what he wants and going where he
wants. "Somewhere, sometime
you've got to cut the strings. If you
can break those dependencies —
you can be stronger," he says, He
noted, however, that the gas
shortage has made this life difficult
recently.
With his long hair and greying
beard all kept on with a cowboy hat
and with faded Levis underneath,
Mountain John is an odd figure on
the Trinity campus. This difference
makes no difference to John. He
says, "I can drive into a town with
a quarter of a tank of gas in my
truck an' five dollars in my pocket
an' not feel insecure."
John's confidence was evident in
the openness and ease with which
he spoke to students and per-
formed. I've been around campus
for a few days an' I tell ya', I've
really enjoyed myself." Maybe we
will once again see Mountain John
this spring.
I've driven on the backroads
From the deskrt to New York
For years along the highways in my
mind.
Now I've finally done it. I've
removed the
apron string that's kept me
from experiencing
the earth.
I'm following that naturalness that
makes
my brain run free. And fighting
social
teachings from my birth.
It's hard to live in a pick-up truck
and write thoughts by lantern
light.
When all the folks I meet work eight
to five.
But I've got a need to listen up and
watch the skies of night.
So I can sing to simple folk and stay
alive.
But it's mid June in the desert and
September
on the move. And December
staying warm
by hanging on.
Then I hope there's fewer
lessons
When it comes to paying dues.
And we find some free contentment
traveling on.
Sports
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Bach's Lunch Performs Soon Wes Tourney
The Bach's l u n c h series will
resume on Friday, February 1 in
the Trinity College Chapel. The
concert will take place at 12:30
p.m. The performers will be treble
(soprano) David Bradley, tenor
James Bradley and organist Phillip
Isaacson. The program will, with
the possibility of minor revision,
consist of arias and duets from
Bach's Cantatas 78, 4, and 200.
Isaacson will perform the B minor
Fugue for Organ.
Treble David Bradley, age 12, is
of We "Christ* Church '
Cathedral Choir in Hartford. David
plays the violin in one of the Hartt
School orchestras, and has just
started studying the oboe. He is a
student at the O'Brien Middle
School in East Hartford.
Dr. James Bradley, David's
father, is professor of Classics at.
Trinity and tenor soloist of the
Christ Church Cathedral. Dr. Brad-
ley has studied voice at New
England Conservatory, the Univer-
sity of North Carolina and the
Hartford Conservatory.
Mr.'7 feaaison, who- will accom-
pany the singers and will also
perform the Fug^e, is a graduate of
Yale and Oberlin. He is organist-
choirmaster of Christ Church Ca-
thedral, Hartford. As a Fulbright
scholar in Germany, he studied
organ with Helmut Walcha.
Lunches will be provided for
students on the meal plan by Saga.
Call the Chapel by Thursday noon,
to reserve a lunch. Those not on the
meal plan should feel free to bring




Annie, the Broadway hit musical continues through April16 at the Colonial Theatre in Boston.
For tickets and info call Tele-Tron: 426-8383. .
Long Wharf Theatre. The Beach House by Nancy Donahue: Jan. 3-Feb. 10. The Caretaker by
Harold Pinter: Jan. 29-April 20. Mary Barnes by David Edgar: Feb. 14-March 23. AH shows
Tuesday through Friday 8:00 PM, Saturdays 4:00 PM and 8:30 PM, Sundays 7:30, Wednesday
and Sunday matinees 2:00. Call 787-4282.
Yale Repertory Theatre. Cnrse of the Starving Class by Sam Shepard: Feb. 1-March 1. Ubn
Rex by Alfred Jarry: Feb. 1-March 11. Call 436-1600.
American Shakespeare Theatre. The Swiss Family Robinson by Johann Wyss: Feb. 4-Feb. 8,
Mon.-Fri. 10:30 AM and 1:00 PM. Call (203) 375-5000 or (212) 966-3900.
Connecticut Student Poets for 1980. Carolyn Abbott of Connecticut College; Jon Davis Of the
University of Bridgeport: Martha Hollander of Yale University; and Amy Pattullo of Wesleyan
University: Wean Lounge, Jan. 31, 8:00 PM.
M U S I C • • . - '. '
Bach's Lnnch. David Bradley, treble, and James Bradley, tenor, and Phillip Isaacson
organist, play arias and duets from several Bach contatas. Friday, Feb. I, 12:30 PM, Trinity
College Chapel.
Hartford Symphony Orchestra. Cellist Roland Thomas: Fri., Feb. 1, 8:00 PM. Call 278-1453.
The Sounding Board. County Roads (music and singing): Sat., Feb. 2, 8:00 PM. Call
563-3263.
Vladimir Ashkenazy, pianist: The Jorgenson Auditorium and Gallery, Tues. Feb. 5,8:15 PM.
Call (203) 486-4226.
Keith Jarrett, jazz pianist: Bushnell Memorial Hall, Thurs., Feb. 7, 8:30 PM. Call 522-7200.
ART
Real Art Ways. Film: Stan Brakhage (experimental film maker) Fri., Feb. 1, 8:30 PM.
Gallery: Winifred Lutz (artist) Feb. 1-28, 11-5 Tues.-Sat. Music: The Out of Tune Guitar and
Rhys Chatham, Feb. 2, 8:30 PM.
Fannington Valley Arts Center. Adele Broitman (visual artist): "Crossing Point," Feb.
3-March 2. Special opening Sun., Feb. 3, 3:00-6:00 PM. Call 678-1867.
The Community Renewal Team's Craftery Gallery: "African Art from the Wagstaff
Collection," Sun., Feb. 3-March 9. Public reception Feb. 3, 4:00-7:00 PM. Call 278-9950.
; DANCE •
Trinity Dance Clubs Modern Dance class, Thurs. Feb. 31, 7:30 PM, Seabury 49. Anyone
interested in dancing for exercise, enjoyment, or education is welcome to participate in these
classes every week. Master classes will also periodically be offered on Saturdays. No fee is
quired.
cont. from p. 14
the Wes defenders and snagged
the pretty, game-winning goal.
The Cardinals didn't lie down
and let their visiting rivals walk
away with the victory, however.
They put the pressure on for the
entire third period, but Trin goalie
Steve Solik was equal to the test, as
he came up with 41 total saves.
Souk silenced the vociferous crowd
when he came up with the stop on a
Wesleyan penalty shot, awarded
when a Trinity player fell on the
puck in the crease. The Cards did
manage one more goal on a tie-up
in front of the Bantam net to make
the final score 3-2. The Wesleyan
Tournament trophy went home
with the Bantams for the second
consecutive year.
On Saturday, the Bants engaged
in what turned out to be a snoozer
• with Nichols College. Last year's 4-
2 loss at the hands of Nichols was
deftly avenged, as Karl Nelson
tallied two goals to lead his team to
the 5-2 decision.
All the first period scoring came
within one minute and eight
seconds. At 16:08, Tom Chase
scored for the Bantams, and 29
seconds later, Nelson got his first.
Nichols finished out the period
with a goal at 17:16. ;
In the second stanza, freshmart
Steve MacDonald, recently moved
from defense to his present right
wing position, picked up his first
goal of the season. MacDonald.
stationed right on the corner of the
crease, scored on a pass from
behind the net by Joe Upton. Hard
work by center William Bullard
made the winning goal possible.
Bob Plumb also scored his fifth
goal in three games on a power
play. .
Nelson finished out the scoring
on a breakaway at 8:08 of the third
period. This gave the Bantams a 3-0
record for the week, and a 6-1 mark
in Division El, leaving them with
first place status.
The Bants meet Amherst on
Wednesday, and head back to
Wesleyan "HOME" ice to take on
Div. II Bryant on Saturday.
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HOME CONTESTS
Men's Varsity Basketball vs. Wes-
leyan, 8 PM.
Men's and Women's Swimming vs.
Wesleyan, 6:30 PM.
Wrestling vs. MIT, 7 PM.
Women's Varsity Squash vs.
Vassar, 4 PM.
Women's Basketball vs. Vassar 4
PM.
Men's Varsity Basketball vs. Am-
herst, 8 PM.
Women's Fencing vs. Harvard, 4
PM.
Men's and Women's Swimming vs.
MIT, 2 PM.
Hockey vs. Bryant (at Wesleyan),
7:30 PM.
Men's and Women's Fencing vs.
SMU, 1 PM.
Men's Varsity Squash vs. Navy and
Vassar, 12 Noon.
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Hockey's 3-0 Week Leads To First Place Berth
by Nancy Lucas
Weilding a 3-1 division record,
the Bantam Hockey team went into
the Wesleyan Tourney as the
defending champions. They were
scheduled to meet Fairfteld, whom
they had already blanked by a 4-0
score in their first game of the
season, oh Tuesday in the opening
round; Wesleyan challenged
Assumption, a team making their
first appearance in the annual
tournament.
For Trinity and Wesleyan, their
initial games were pure formality;
Trin overtook Fairf ield by a 6-3
mark, while Wesleyan, surviving a
late-game surge, by their op-
ponents, topped Assumption, 7-6.
The two rivals planned, as they
often do, to confront one another
in the finals.
In the Fairfield victory, Bob
Plumb's hat trick proved to be the
winning margin; two of Plumb's
tallies came on power plays. Other
goals by Dana Barnard, Dan
Sahutske and Ander Wensberg
gave the Bants the easy win.
Winning on Thursday against
Wesleyan was not quite as easy.
The Bantams forced the Cardinals
to skate with their heads up with
heavy hitting early in the game.
Wes scored first, late in the
premier period. 22 seconds after
the Cardinal tally, Plumb con-
tinued his scoring ways of the night
before to tie up the contest.
The teams skated even in the
second period, but Peter Duncan
broke the deadlock with 17:58
gone when he stuffed the puck
behind Wesleyan goalie Vasaturo
from close in. With less than a
minute to play in the period, Bob
Ferguson flipped the puck over the
Bantam blue line to linemate T.R.
Goodman. Goodman outskated




According to the old saying,
practice makes perfect. All of the
members of the Men's Varsity
Squash team have worked very
hard on the court and the result has
been a perfect record thus far for
the Bantams. After hosting a five-
team tournament this past
weekend. Trinity has emerged as
the possessor of an impressive 8-0
mark.
Last week's hectic schedule,
which saw Trin taking part in seven
matches, began Monday night
when the Bantams traveled to MIT
to take on both Tufts and MfT.
Trinity walked all over the hosts, 8-
1, and the highlight of the victory
was the match between captain
Page Lansdale and the M 1 player
from MIT. Lansdale's opponent
was a very good, strong player, yet
the captain played s.ome excellent
squash en route to an overwhel-
ming 3-0 victory.
•The Tufts match proved how
important it is to have depth all the
way down the ladder. Trinity went
• down in defeat at the number one,
two ar.d eight positions, but the
middle part of the ladder played
very strongly, thus giving Trin their
second team win of the night, this
one by a score of 6-3.
On Wednesday, the Bantams
opened a brief homestand by going
head-to-head against Amherst. The
Bants toot eight of the nine
matches, and the only Amherst win
came at the # 2 position. Peter
DeRose took the court to oppose
the Lord Jeff's # 2 man, a player
that Trinity has never beaten.
Although this individual match
resulted in an Amherst,triumph,
the entire Trinity team, as well as
those in attendance, was proud of
the way DeRose handled himself
under the circumstances. DeRose's
opponent is known for his poor
sportsmanship on the court and his
discourteous actions prevailed
throughout the match. However, of
primary importance was the fact
that Trin chalked up another team
victory.
Teams from Hobart, Wesleyan,
Colby and Bowdoin paid a visit to
Hartford over the weekend, and it
was an enjoyable, action-filled
weekend for all involved. The
Bantams clearly dominated the
tournament as they crushed all four
teams. Not once during the
weekend did Trinity show any signs
at all of letting up. The Bantams
kept pushing themselves, thus
enabling (hem to overpower their
foes. Hobart and Wesleyan were
both 8-1 triumphs for Trin, while
the Bants disposed of Colby and
Bowdoin 9-0.
Looking ahead, Coach George
Sutherland takes his team to Yale
this Wednesday to try and upset
the Elis. A. Trin win in New Haven
might very well put a scare into
some of Trinity's upcoming
opponents. This weekend, Trinity
will participate in a round robin
tournament at Wesleyan, a
tournament that Trinity had -won
every year up until the last two.
The Bantams are quite determined
to win the tournament this year.
Finally, when asked about his
squad, Coach Sutherland had the
following to say; "This team ap-
pears to be one of the strongest
small college squash teams in the
country and the players have set
their sights on beating some of the
big ones, such as Princeton, Yale,
Army and Navy." Don't be sur-
prised if they do.
* * * * * * * * * *
The Men's JV Squash team
blanked MIT last Monday, 9-0. The
following Wednesday, they fell to
the Lord Jeffs of Amherst, 5-4.
Women's Swimming
Strong In Early Meets
cont. from p. 18
final event, the 200 yd. freestyle
relay team of Karen Miller, Joan
Sinisgalle, Jennifer Brown and Meg
Goodwin stroked to a third behind
the second place finishing team of
Tina Dabney, Ryan, Mountford,
and Gillett.
.">pt*e>:il ni •• ' to those who swam
a! f".1" ''ines in the meet;
Karen Miller in the 500 yd., free
(6:51.2); Linda Gillett in both
IM events and Tori Aronow in the
100 yd. breaststroke (1:18.7).
Welcome back Tina Dabneyl
Trinity's next home meet will be
this Wednesday night in a com-
bined men's and women's meet
against Wesleyan at 6:30. Be there,
as it will prove a close and exciting
meet!
A WcNleyan defender |In white] ties up right wing Dan S«hu(skc while goalie Vasaturo covers up a
loose puck at (he side of the net. •• photo by Randy Pearsall
Wrestlers Slow In Regaining
Early Season Form
by Dave Mueller
This past week proved to be a
very tough one for the Trinity
wresting team as their second half
of the season got off to a veiy slow
start. The Bants dropped 3 straight
to lower their team record to the 2-
4 mark. One bright spot for the
team, however, is the fact that Co-
Captain Dave Brooks remains
undefeated. He has six wins in as
many matches.
On Wednesday, the Bantams
took to the road in their first dual
meet since the Christmas Break.
Western New England proved to be
too much, as they handily defeated
the Bantams by a score of 39*9.
Co-Captain Brooks and Heavy-
weight Glenn McLellan were the
only two Trinity wrestlers to win-
Brooks took a 9-5 decision over his
190 pound opponent, while McLel-
lan pinned his foe at 4:26.
On Saturday, Trin took part in a
tri-meet versus OHart and Amherst
at Amherst, The grappling Bants
lost a close duel with the Cardinals.
Co-Captains John O'Brien and
Brooks excelled for Trinity, as they
picked up six points each. O'Brien,
at the 158 pound division, got a
quick pin at the 1:10 mark while
Brooks picked up a forfeit.
McLellan grabbed two team points
as he wrestled his way to a 13-13
draw. Six more points from a
Commentary
double forfeit at 118 were not
enough to enable the Bantams to
pull it out as they lost, 36-20.
The Lord Jeffs of Amherst were
the opponents for the second
contest that day, and this time, Trin
came up on the short end of a 35-15
verdict. Freshman Tim Yasui
picked up a forfeit at 134 pounds,
while Brooks bverp'owered his
adversary' l ^ . ^ k M ^ f e ,
decision. McLellan pinned halfway
through the third period of his
bout.
Trinity's next match is this
Wednesday as . they face the
Engineers of MIT. The meet starts
at 7 PM, and should prove to be a




The traditional lament of the
Super Bowl has been its boredom.
Critics have argued that the big
one is a big joke; that when their
turn arrives, most teams favor a
conservative plan of action. And
certainly, these critics have not
been fai wrong in the past. There
have omy been three exciting.
Super Bowk and the Pittsburgh
Steelers have provided them. It
took the steel will of the Men in
Black and Gold to prove that this
great American event is much
more than hype.
Some will argue that Broadway
Joe brought pizzazz to the game
long 'before the Steelers were ever
in the picture. But the Jet's victory
was great simply because it was an
upset; the underdog pulled it out. It
was not until Super Bowl X when
Lynn Swann hung in the air with
the slightest of ease and the
Steelers defeated the Dallas
Cowboys 21-17 that the Super
Bowl came of age.
Games XI and XII did little to
transcend the boredom. Bud Grant
and Red Miller seem to feel that
conservative football is the best
way to obtain a Super Bowl ring.
But somehow this produces less
than golden moments. The Snake
and Company left the Vikings in a
cloud of dust. It also left the fans
hoping that someone would have
enough sense to run in and tell
Fran Tarkenton that dropping off
to his backs is no way to win a
football game. The myth continues
to build. Instead of reaching for the
gusto,Craig Morton decides to just
lay back and wait for the Orange
Crush defense to create an op-
portunity. Wrong. The Cowboy's
flattened Denver, 27-10. So much
for playing it safe.
Enter Chuck Knoll, who decides
that playing not to lose isn't good
enough; you've got to play to win.
He passes the word to his team but
then what do you expect from a
mgn who drafts Lynn Swann, John
Stallworth, Jack Lambert, Dannie
Shell, Mike Webster, and Randy
Grossman in the same year? A
great team turns the Super Bowl
into a great game. The trans-
formation occurs because the
Steelers play to win, and by doing
so, they force their opposition to
play that way too.
Dallas and Pittsburgh gave a
repeat performance in their second
Super Bowl Meeting. Number XIJJ,
despite the warnings of Dallas
linebacker Thomas "Hollywood"
Henderson, saw a superb Steeler
offense. Bradshaw hit Swann and
Stallworth almost at will, finishing
the day with 318 yards and a 35-31
victory. Open mouth, insert foot,
Hollywood.
The Los Angeles Rams are a
good team and they played their
hearts out, 'because you have to
beat the Steelers; they're not goiny
to give it to you, no way. Of course',.
when you take chances and gamble, .,
here and there, you're going to,
make mistakes. Bradshaw's three
intercepted passes are ample .
evidence. But, hey, when you have
talent, you can overcome your
mistakes. Talent as it rests in the
hands of John Stallworth, who
ignored a leaping Rod Perry to
catch the ball and run 73 yards for
a touchdown. These same hands
iced the cake later with an identical
play for 45 yards that set up a
Franco Harris run into the end
zone. How can you help but be
captivated by Larry Anderson's
gutsy .runbacks or Smiling Jack
Lambert's defensive presence, not
to mention his key interception? <:
The list goes on and on because the
talent is there. It was a day to jump
out of your seat, brought to you by
the Men from the Iron City. Thank
You, Steelers.
Like most Steeler fans, I walk
with my head high. I hope I don't
appear too arrogant if I say that I
can't wait till next year, but can you
blame me?
The Tripod Sports Staff
welcomes comments from readers.
If you wish to speak out, send
material to TRIPOD SPORTS
EDITOR, Box 1310.
Basketball Trip—Part 2
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Coastline, Cubans, And Cars—The Havana Experience
Steve Bracken leads his teammates on a romp of the Cuban coastline. photo by Randv Pcarsa"
Men's Swimming Swamps Union;
Dunked By CCSC
The Men's Varsity Swimming
and Diving team opened their
season this week and it looks like
the Aquamen are ready for a great
year. Coming off a tremendous
ut of Iona ..College, two. weeks
never in doubt, they had hopes of
winning two more this week. Led
by co-captains Richard Katzman
and Mike Hinton, the men
travelled to Union College last
Wednesday, full of confidence. In
spite of an early setback the team
won comfortably, 64-50.
Trinity was propelled by double
victories from both Katzman and
Hinton. Katzman, the top distance
freestyler, won the 1000 yard and
500 yard races; Hinton, the leading
sprinter, won the 200 and 100 yard
freestyles. These two swimmers
also teamed up with Joe Adam and
Frank Wobst to crush Union in the
final relay. Dave Gatenby, Trinity's
seasoned diver, also came up
clutch as he won both diving
events.
That meet, however, was just a
tune-up for Trin's next meet, last
Saturday, against C .C .S.C. Hoping
to avenge last year's one-point loss,
the team was really fired up. The
meet was going to be close; "Too
close to call" was what Coach
McPhee said. In actuality, it all
came down to the last relay. The
score it that time was 50 to 56. A
victory in the relay would be worth
seven points and would have won
the meet for the Ducks. Trinity
threw the best they had into it:
katzman, Wobst, Adam and
Hinton. Their time exceeded all
possible hopes, 3:26:5, a full 6
seconds faster than they had gone
in the past. However, Central was
just a little better and Trinity
finished on the wrong side of a 63-
50 score.
Nevertheless, throughout the
entire meet, Trinity swam with
heart. Three varsity records were
broken, one which stood for. 12
years. Freshman sensation Doug
"Hickey" Gray broke two of them.
In the 200 yard fly he went an
unbelieveable 2:11.8, breaking the
old record by two tenths of a
second, a record that had been set
in 1968. In the 200 yard breastroke
1 he went 2:26:04, another record.
Scott Bowden, a sophomore, broke
the 200' yard I.M. record by
splashing his way to a 2:10.6.
Bowden also won the 1000 yard
freestyle, just edging Katzman, as
they were both miles ahead of the
other team. Katzman then came
back to win the 500 yard event. The.
other big winner of the day was
Hinton, who won both the 200 and
100 yard freestyle.
Trinity Swimming is not just
these "top" swimmers. There are
several others that make up the
team. Junior Fritz Eberle swam
three key races, finishing all three
in top form. He was third in the 200
Free, third in the 200 Fly, and
second in the 500 Free. Junior Joe
Adam placed second in the 50 Free
and third in the 100 Free. Senior
Franck Wobst, although he didn't
place in the meet, did do a
tremendousVime in that final relay.
The rest of the team, senior Mike
Elgunise, junior Jamie Hudson, and
sophomores Mike Merin and Bill
Huffer, along with divers Gatenby
and freshman Scott Keilty, all fill in
where they have to, a condition a
good team must possess.
In spite of the loss, Trinity has to
be optimistic about the future.
Their present record, a respectable
2 wins and 1 loss, is bound to
improve. This week the Ducks face
two more opponents. Tomorrow
Wesleyan travels to do battle in the
Trpwbridge Memorial pool. This
may be the Ducks' biggest home
meet of the year. The meet starts at
8:30 PM. Everyone is welcome and
urged to come, See the Ducks
attempt to stomp on their red-
feathered enemies. Saturday,
Trinity faces a very powerful
M.I.T. team. This match-up also
takes place at home. Be there
tomorrow, aloha.
by Anthony Flschettl
The Varsity Basketball team
made history by playing in Cuba
earlier this month. The game,
however, was but one facet of an
eye-opening week of tours and
sightseeing experiences as the team
learned about Cuban life in
general, and life in a Communist
country specifically.
The team arrived Saturday
evening, • and checked into the
Hotel Sevilla in Havana. Im-
mediately, the group of tall
Americans became a spectacle,
attracting attention wherever they
went. Saturday night was spent
walking around the streets of
Havana, gaping at the breathtaking
buildings and the gorgeous
coastline.
The thing that immediately
struck everyone was the
automobiles. Very few cars have
been imported since the 1959
revolution; therefore, the streets
looked like something out of an old
"B" movie, with 20-year-old cars
clogging the narrow streets, and
ancient buses transporting the city
dwellers.
Havana is dotted with
monuments and parks dedicated to
figures such as Abraham Lincoln
and other American heroes. Many
of the streets were of marble
composition, while ornate ar-
chitecture predominated. The city
was • entirely run-down, however,
and in poor condition due to a lack
of maintenance. Many of the
structures hadn't been painted
since the revolution.
Roaming the streets, the players
communicated with the Cuban
people through Steve Bracken,
Bob Pigue, and Pat Sclafani, each
of whom spoke passable Spanish.
From what the players en-
countered, the mood of the people
is not one of contentment.
The people were expressive in
voicing their opinions, yet were
silent every time a soldier walked
by, which was not an uncommon
sight. A park across the street from
the hotel was guarded by Russian
soldiers 24 hours a day, while tanks
and guns commemorating C astro's
1959 takeover were often seen.
The team was somewhat
sheltered from the true Cuban way
of life by its chaperone, and
therefore had to do some exploring
on their own. Public discon-
tentment, although hidden,
definitely existed, and was evident
to the players.
The team was taken to Cuba's
finest beaches, and rode through
the Cuban countryside, where life
hasn't changed much in the last 100
years. The highlight of the trip in
entertainment was a nightclub
called the Tropicana, which
featured an amazing floor show.
The Bantams visited the Cuban
Psychiatric Hospital, where they
were told that patients were treated
better than those in America.
Also on the agenda was a trip to
the Cuban basketball academy,
where training techniques were
observed. Coach Doyle gave a
clinic, while the team got a glimpse
of the many tobacco fields and rum
distilleries.
The trip was, for all concerned,
something that will be remembered
for a lifetime. It was on e of a
competitive and educational
nature, as the team was exposed to
a lifestyle so radically different that
to most it was a culture shock. To a
man, the players returned to the
US a little less critical of this
country and its institutions.
Perhaps that was the greatest
lesson of all. •.'•
Women *s Squash
Splits Dual Meet
Following a 6-1 loss at the hands
of Dartmouth last Monday, the
.Trinity Racquetwomen traveled to
Amherst for a tournament with
Bowdoin and Amherst on
Saturday.
Bowdoin was concentrating and
hitting the ball well, and they came
out on top 5-2. The Trinity victories
belonged to senior Beth Davison
(furthering her undefeated record)
and freshman Hillary Spizzirri,- who
took her opponent in three straight
games. Laurie Fergusson fought to
a 3-1 loss. "I was disappointed
because I don't feel I played to my
full potential", the senior confessed
after the match.
" Johanna Pitocchelli struggled in
a close 5-game match. She was
down 9-2 in the fifth and pulled it
back, but her Bowdoin foe
squeaked by, 15-12. Nancy Bogle
won her first game, 15-7, but
couldn't hang on, losing the next
three. Erica Churgin at # 5 and
Leila Gordon at number 6 both lost
in 3 games, and the Bowdoin
triumph was solidified.
After a short breather, Trinity
took to the. courts once again
against Amherst. Sheer victory!
The confidence was restored in the
team as they dazzled the hosts of
the tournament. Fergusson . was
quoted as saying, "The key in the
Amherst match was to play smart".
That was exactly what she did,
pulling out a great win in the fifth
game, 18-14. Johanna Pitocchelli at
number two downed her opponent
15-4, 15-4, 15-7. Nancy Bogle swept
her match, 15-6, 15-5, 15-5. Beth
Davison added another win to her
record and Erica Churgin, Leila
Gordon and Hillary Spizzirri came
through as well with very con-
vincing triumphs.
The team will be practicing hard
this week in hopes of beating
Vassar on Wednesday. Trinity vs.
Vassar is a HOME match, com-
mencing at 4 PM.
Women's Hoop Falls To Quinnipiac, 63-41
by Nick Noble
63-41: pretty much of a blow-out,
wouldn't you say? Last week
Trinity's Women's Varsity
Basketball Team fell to Quinnipiac
by the aforementioned score. It
was the Bantams' first in-
tercollegiate encounter of 1980,
and their second of this not-so-
wintry season. Their record now
stands at 0-2.
Still, every cloud has its silver
lining. Last year Quinnipiac was
also the victor, but that time by al-
most forty points. Twelve months
later the Bantams seem to be
closing the gap, and they have yet
one more chance, February 7th,
away.
There is, it seems, some solace in"
precedent. Last year at this time
the Trinity women were struggling
to maintain any kind of respectable
showing against their early op-
ponents. Yet by the end of the
campaign the team had a 10-5
record, their best ever.
Lack of substantial height is one
drawback this year. Trinity took
the floor against a Quinnipiac five
that, from position to position,
average two to three inches taller
than the home team.
The two squads battled evenly
for the game's opening minutes,
but the big Quinnipiac women
forced several Trinity turnovers,
and the half ended with the visitors
ahead.
Trinity's second half began with
cold shooting, and Quinnipiac
pulled even further ahead. The
Bantams regained their composure
in the waning minutes, but it was all
too late.
Trinity tried a new box-and-one
defense, to contain Quihnipiac's
powerful center, number twenty-
three, who entered the contest
averaging 18 points per game.
Higgtns controlled her well, as she
managed only seven on the day,
mostly from foul shots or
breakaways. Quinnipiac worked an
effective break-away off Trinity's
press several times.
Cindy Higgins led the Bantams
with fourteen points and twelve
rebounds. Kathy Schlein and
Connie Newton followed, each
with nine.
"I felt bad," commented Captain
Higgins in a Tripod interview. "All
those people came to see us and we
did so poorly. We're going to be
better next time."
Last night the Trinity women
travelled to Conn College (results
unknown). "It should be a good
game," said Higgins on Sunday.
"We're evenly matched, and
they're a scrappy team."
The next home game is
tomorrow night, Wednesday, at
4:00 versus Vassar. Coach Karen
Erlandson's team hopes to produce
a victory that will set the pace for
the rest of the season.
j ' " £ I > *- _
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Fencers Foil Fair field For First Victory
byKerynGrohs
Last Saturday afternoon, the
spirited men's and women's fencing
team hosted Fairfield University to
a match, and sent them back to
Fairfield with their masks still on to
hide the redness of their faces. The
enthusiasm and home-court ad-
vantage combined with., a fine show
of skill to produce the crushing
score of 25-2 for the men's team,
while the women took a decisive 11
out of a possible 16 bouts.
The sabre team started put the
; match and showed Fairfield how
tough an opponent Trinity would
be. They relinquished only 1 bout
. in 9, with splendid individual ef-
forts by Don DeF/abio and co-
captain Steve Butler, each posting
3-0 bout scores. Dave Felber,
recently returning from a
protracted absence, won one and
lost one. Michael Charbonnier also
tallied a victory.
The epee team managed a
perfect score by blanking Fairfield,
9-0 In fact, the thiee epee duelists -
Paulsen, Schlenoff, and Gould •
allowed only 10 touches for the
entire nine bouts, a remarkable
statistic!
In men's foil, senior Bill Engel
showed his skill by defeating his
opponents in all of his bouts. Two
freshmen, Paul Hanson and Ed
Sharp, won their first bouts of the
season. Kevin Zitnay, who had
proven himself at the West Point
match, again displayed his finesse.
The women's team also made a
fine impression at the home
opener. Marianne Miller and
Rowena Summers led the foilists,
each taking 4-0 bout scores, while
Janice Wilkos battled her op-
ponents to 3 out of 4 bout victories.
The men's and women's fencing
team plays as an informal sport
without much school financial
support. They overcome the
handicap of a poor set of electrical
equipment by maintaining their
dedication and enthusiasm. Such
spirit will accompany them as they
travel to UConn for a match on
Wednesday,
Marianne Miller [l.J led the women's foil, taking a 4-0 bout score.
The Winnin'Ways Of
The Swimmin' Women
The Trinity Women's Swim team
once again proved that hard work
and tough practices do pay off in
the long run. Chefs Chicks
returned to campus only five days
after the arrival of the New Year
for eight intense days of double
sessions. The women began by
practicing every" day at 8 AM and 1
PM and ended with' their
traditional swimming of 100 x 100's.
Then, on Saturday, the women
ventured to Central Connecticut
State College to hand them their
first loss ever to a Trinity swim
team, 81-59, as they upped their
record to 3-1.
The 200 yd. medley relay team
of Paula Ryan, Denise Jones, Cathy
Cosgrove, and Anne Ward grabbed
the early lead against a "no entry"
for C entral, Sophomore Tini Peiser
then stroked to a second in the 500
yd. free to keep Trin's lead at 10-6.
CCSC managed to take the lead
only once, after the 200 yd, IM
where they swept first and second.
Linda Gillett swam to a personal
best in the event with a time of
2:35.2.
Central's lead was short-lived as
Trin bounced back in the 100 yd.
"free with a 1-2 sweep of its own.
Ward took first with a time of
:58.72 and Leigh Mountford
(returning from exile at Wellesley)
copped second with a 1:06.7. Ward
also "took another first in the 50 yd,
free with a clocking of :26.87 as she
and Jones swept that event.
Trinity's lead later increased as
Ryan and Peiser teamed up to
place second and third in the 50 yd.
backstroke and first and second in
the 100 yd. backstroke, with times
of 1:13.1 and 1:133 respectively.
Chefs Chicks continued to pile on
the points as they took first and
second in three other events. Jones
and Gillett swept the 50 yd.
breaststroke with times of 32.8 and
36.3 and Jones took first again in
the 100 yd. breaststroke event with
Tori Aronow placing second. Janet
Rathbun and Ana Meyer got first
and second in the required diving
and first and third, respectively in
the optional diving.
Cathy Cosgrove picked up a
second in the 50 yd, butterfly and
third in the 100. Mountford and
Kate Meyers placed third and
fourth respectively in the 50* yd.
butterfly event. In the 100 yd. IM,
Linda Gillett copped a second with
a time, of 1:09.7. Going into the
cont. on p, 14
Foil fencer Kevin Childress [r.] In the Fairfield bout last Saturday. photo by Keryn Crohs
Varsity Hoop Overcomes Pressure
To Triumph In Williamstown
by Anthony Fbchettl
Learning how to deal -with
pressure in close games is a quality
all good teams must acquire. The
Trinity Varsity Basketball team has
turned that corner, as it entered the
hostile Williams gym and came
away with a 68-64 overtime win in a
thriving white-knuckler of a ball
game. The triumph leaves the
Bantams with an 8-3 record, and
equals the win total of last
season, although the schedule is
not yet half over.
It was a tense battle throughout,
as the Bants had to contend with a
talented Williams team, a
vociferous partisan crowd, and
some questionable, officiating as
the game came down to the line.
Trinity had whistle problems all
evening; with five minutes
remaining, the visitors were
without the services of Carl Rapp,
Steve Bracken, and Robert Craft,
all of whom met premature ends
due to personal fouls.
It was up to the freshmen, and'
standout guard Ron Carroll led the
way. The sleek six-footer, recently
promoted from the JV team, had a
game high 17 points, and at times
was the team's only offensive
threat. The speedy guard provided
an outside threat and also was a
potential danger on the break.
Point guard Pat Sclafani had 7 of
his 9 points from the fqul line,
almost all in key situations, while
David Wynter and John Meaney
played solid games.
The second half was extremely
close all the way through, as
neither team could hold more than
a 3-point lead in the final. ten
minutes of play. A Bill Zidelis
basket put Trin up 53-51 with 3:40
left, but Williams quickly knotted
matters seconds later. Sclafani
sank a pair of clutch foul shots to
put the Bants up by 2 with 1:30 left,
and Trinity regained possession
after a Williams miss. But, a tur-
nover and an Ephman hoop
deadlocked the score at 55 with :36
remaining. <
Amid the deafening noise, the
Bants inbounded the ball and held
for the last shot, but Meaney was
hit (no call was made) and Williams
took possession under the Trin
hoop with the clock showing 6
seconds. The defense pulled
through, as the Bants tightened up,
didn't allow an Ephman shot, and
forced the game into i
period.
Trinity jumped out in front
immediately on 2 Wynter free
throws and never relinquished its
lead. A Sclafani steal and a Wynter
lay-in put the visitors up by 4 with
one minute left. Callahan in-
creased that margin to 5 points
with :27 left (65-60) and the
Bantams held on from there.
Although the team played well in
the second half and overtime, the
first half was the finest twenty
minutes the team has put together
to this date. Intense play, good
defense, and patience on offense
were the hallmarks of the team's
opening half. The Bantams entered
the locker room with a 32-24 lead
via 55 per cent shooting from, the
'field. Carroll went 3-for-3 from the
floor and 3-3 from the line for 9 of
his 17 points, while Rapp had 10 of
his 13 in the premier half.
Tonight is another big one for
the Bantams as they face Wesleyan
here at Ferris Athletic Center. The
teams will square off at 8 PM, as
the Bants try to avenge this
season's earlier losss to the Car-
dinals. . •
,' V-
JV Basketball Still Unbeaten
by Anthony Fischettl
Sparked by Tony Pace's 20
points, the JV Basketball team
remained among the ranks of the
unbeaten by trimming Williams,
74-66, Tuesday evening in
Williamstown. The victory puts the
squad's "record at a perfect 6-0 for
the season.
The contest was a nip-and-tuck
affair, as the lead changed' hands
throughout the game, with the
outcome being decided in the final
moments. After an oven first 10
minutes, the Bants went on a 7
point scoring tear and managed to
pull ahead, 27-20. The advantage
was produced mainly through a
series of baskets coming from fast
breaks, as Trinity's transition game
left the hosts standing flatfooted.
•Fine rebounding and quick
outlet passes helped make the fast
break work, as Angelos Orfanos
and Pace wound up easy scoring
opportunities. The Bants squan-
dered their lead, however, as a
total breakdown resulted in of-
fensive and defensive mayhem.
This lapse allowed the Ephmen to
regain their composure and go
ahead, 37-35, at the half.
The Bantams rallied in the final
half behind the play of Mike
Collins, John Niakaros, and Bruce
Zawodniak. With 3 minutes to play
and the score tied, Pace hit a
twisting lay up and was fouled,
sending Trin on its way to its sixth
straight win. The ballhandling °f
Collins helped" protect the lead,
while the scoring of Orfanos (16
points) was also instrumental-
The Jayvees try to make it 7 in a
TOW, tonight" as they face the
Cardinals of Wesleyan at 6 PM in
Unit A of the Ferris Athletic
Center.
